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SUMMARY

There is an abundance of heat that is rejected to the environment owing to
efficiency limitations of existing heat engines. Thermoelectric generators, comprising pand n-type semiconductors, can recover this waste heat and convert it directly into
electricity. Given that over 60% of available waste heat is at temperatures below 250 °C,
low cost and large scale thermoelectric devices are required to economically capture the
heat. In this regard, conducting polymers constitute a suitable class of materials for low
grade thermal energy harvesting as they can be synthesized from abundant elements and
can be processed from solution using low cost fabrication techniques. Furthermore, their
low thermal conductivity and flexible nature enable new device architectures and
applications.
Despite these advantages, polymer-based thermoelectric devices have not made an
impact. This is largely attributed to two factors: (i) the lack of high performance n-type
polymers (power factor > 10 µW/m-K2), and (ii) low power outputs (nW - µW) owing to
impractical device design. In the past decade, significant progress has been made with ptype materials, but n-type polymers have lagged behind due to their propensity to react in
air. To address this, I have investigated metallo-organic polymers as a suitable class of ntype polymers that are electrically conducting and maintain their stability in air. This is one
focus of my dissertation that discusses the synthesis, characterization and thermoelectric
properties of n-type poly(nickel-ethenetetrathiolate) or NiETT. By modifying the reaction
conditions and film post-treatment by annealing, the thermoelectric properties can be
enhanced to obtain a high performing n-type polymer that is air stable. As a parallel effort
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to developing materials, there is a need for new device designs that leverage the benefits
of conducting polymers, i.e., their low thermal conductivity and solution processability.
This is the other focus of my dissertation, which is the development of two new device
architectures tailored for polymers. The first is a radial design based on characteristic
thermal length scales for polymers that enables a 10x improvement in power density
compared to conventional flat plate devices. This architecture uses heat spreading that
eliminates the need for active cooling, while also reducing electrical contact resistance
thereby enabling higher power densities. The second design is a close-packed layout for
printing high fill factor devices. By using fractal space-filling curves as interconnect
patterns, the thermoelectric device can be tessellated into sub-modules for load matching
to a variety of applications, thus eliminating the need for power convertors for wearable
electronics.
Overall, this dissertation marks the progress in developing an n-type polymer and
printable composite with a power factor larger than 10 µW/m-K2 that is stable in ambient
conditions, as well as two new device designs tailored to polymers for applications such as
waste heat recovery from pipes using a radial architecture, and body heat harvesting using
high fill factor devices with fractal interconnect patterns.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION TO THERMOELECTRICS

Thermoelectric generators (TEG) are solid-state devices that convert heat directly
into electricity.1,2 These devices consist of p- and n-type semiconductors (referred to as
thermoelectric legs) connected electrically in series and thermally in parallel, sandwiched
between a heat source and heat sink. Under an applied temperature difference, charge
carriers in these semiconductors diffuse from the hot to the cold side to generate a voltage
in accordance with the Seebeck effect (see Figure 1). These devices can also be operated
in reverse where electricity is supplied to provide heating or cooling via the Peltier effect.
Thermoelectric (TE) devices are attractive because they have no moving parts and are
projected to have long lifetimes. Despite these advantages, the technology has been limited
to niche applications in satellites,3 car seat heaters, small-scale refrigeration,1 and in solar
applications.4,5 However, there is unexplored potential for this technology given that waste
heat is abundant; over 60% of this heat is at temperatures lower than 250 ⁰C and cannot be
cost-effectively utilized in traditional heat engines.6

THot
n-type

p-type

e-

h+

TCold

Figure 1 – Schematic of a conventional flat-plate thermoelectric device consisting of
a p-n leg pair sandwiched between heat exchangers. In the presence of a temperature
difference (ΔT = THot – TCold), charge carriers (e- for electrons and h+ for holes) diffuse
through the device and create a voltage.
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1.1

Fundamentals of Thermoelectric Materials
The energy conversion efficiency of a thermoelectric material depends on its

electrical and thermal transport properties. Specifically, it should be a good electrical
conductor to transport charge carriers effectively, and a good thermal insulator to maintain
a large temperature difference between the hot and cold side, resulting in a class of
materials called phonon-glass, electron-crystal.7-10 This is governed by three transport
properties: S is the Seebeck coefficient or thermopower (µV/K), σ is the electrical
conductivity (S/cm), k is the thermal conductivity (W/m-K), and T is the absolute
temperature (K). Together, these properties form the dimensionless material figure-ofmerit, zT = S2σT/k, where the numerator S2σ is commonly referred to as the power factor
(µW/m-K2). The electrical conductivity results from the distribution and mobility of
electrons in the material, the Seebeck coefficient results from the asymmetry in the
distribution of electrons around the Fermi level or chemical potential, and the thermal
conductivity results from the distribution and mobility of electrons and phonons in the
material. The sign of the Seebeck coefficient is indicative of the dominant charge carrier,
i.e., electron transport in n-type materials yields a negative S and hole transport in p-type
materials results in a positive S.
To improve thermoelectric performance, the electrical conductivity can be
enhanced by increasing the carrier concentration, n, via doping. This is commonly
described using the Drude model for an electron gas: σ = neµ, where e is the elementary
charge and µ is the charge mobility. However, doping is accompanied by a decrease in the
Seebeck coefficient (this will be explained in the following section) and an increase in the
thermal conductivity. This is because the thermal conductivity is comprised of a
2

contribution from both electrons (ke) and phonons or the lattice (kL). The electronic
contribution is related to the electrical conductivity through the Wiedemann-Franz law: ke
= σLT, where L is the Lorenz number. Upon increasing the carrier concentration, ke
increases as σ increases, and this results in an enhancement of the overall thermal
conductivity. This inherent coupling between the thermoelectric properties is illustrated in
Figure 2 and results in an optimum carrier concentration that maximizes zT. This optimum
occurs at carrier concentrations between 1019 and 1021 per cm3, thereby making heavily
doped semiconductors the preferred class of thermoelectric materials.8

Figure 2 – Thermoelectric properties are anti-correlated and show competing trends
with doping. Increasing the carrier concentration results in an increase in electrical
conductivity accompanied by a reduction in the Seebeck coefficient. Thermal
conductivity increases with carrier concentration as electrons transport heat in
addition to charge.
Thermoelectric conversion has been studied since the 1950s with the discovery of
Bi2Te3 which can be doped to obtain high power factors ~4000 μW/m-K2 while maintaining
a thermal conductivity of ~1.2 W/m-K, yielding a ZT of ~1 at room temperature. This
translates into a conversion efficiency ~5% for a ΔT=100K and TC =300 K. This low
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efficiency limits the widespread adoption of this material and thermoelectric technology
have been relegated to niche applications. Over the past two decades, thermoelectric
conversion has garnered renewed scientific interest owing to thermal conductivity
reduction via nanostructuring. These nanostructures have characteristic lengths that scatter
phonons without affecting the electronic transport given the large mismatch in mean free
paths. These strategies reduce the phononic contribution to thermal conductivity without
scattering electrons that would reduce the electrical conductivity.2,11 Notable advancements
in thermoelectric materials include a zT of 2.2 for PbTe at 900 K via nanostructuring, and
a zT of 2.6 at 923 K for SnSe single crystals along a specific crystal plane.11,12
1.2

Charge Transport in Inorganic Semiconductors
Conventional thermoelectric materials are inorganic semiconductors, and charge

conduction is well-described by band-like transport derived from the Boltzmann transport
theory. In these systems, the electrical conductivity is expressed as:
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where v is the carrier velocity, τ is the scattering time, g is the electronic density of states
and f0 is the equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution. The energy dependent parameters can
be grouped into one term called the differential electrical conductivity, σ(E). This term is
also present in the expression for the Seebeck coefficient:
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where EF is the Fermi level or chemical potential that can be tuned via doping. This
expression provides a physical interpretation of the Seebeck coefficient, i.e., it is a measure
of the asymmetry in the distribution of electrons with energy greater than EF (hot electrons)
and those with lower energy (cold electrons). The expression also shows the inverse
relationship between S and σ, and this coupling makes it challenging to obtain high power
factors in most thermoelectric materials. S can be enhanced by moving the Fermi level far
from the conduction band to increase asymmetry, however this results in a decrease in σ as
fewer carriers are available for transport. This also explains why metals have a low
thermopower and high electrical conductivity while insulators have a high thermopower
and low conductivity, thereby making doped semiconductors an ideal class of
thermoelectric materials.
Strategies to decouple S and σ have been investigated in inorganic semiconductors,
and these typically exploit different scattering mechanisms.10,13 One such approach relies
on energy-dependent scattering using interfaces that selectively scatters cold electrons
while allowing hot electrons to pass through. This is referred to as energy filtering and
increases the asymmetry about the chemical potential to yield a high S without a significant
reduction in σ. Another approach is the reduction of energy-independent scattering such as
boundary or impurity scattering that results in a high σ without affecting S. These energyindependent scattering events are captured in the mobility and can be tuned by controlling
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the material microstructure without impacting the thermopower. Thus, the main strategy
for developing high performance thermoelectric materials is by doping inorganic
semiconductors to obtain high power factors, which when coupled with reductions in the
lattice thermal conductivity through nanostructuring has resulted in significant advances in
material properties over the last 20 years. While this is promising for high temperature
applications, most of these materials exhibit a zT below 0.1 at room temperature,4 and the
large material and manufacturing cost render them unsuitable for low grade waste heat
recovery applications.
1.3

Towards Organic Thermoelectrics
An alternate approach to thermoelectric materials design is to start with a low

thermal conductivity system and optimize the power factor. In this regard, organic
materials constitute a largely underexplored class of thermoelectric materials for low grade
heat recovery. In addition to being potentially abundant, these materials have significant
advantages over their inorganic counterparts such as being low cost, lightweight, and poor
thermal conductors. The latter is due to their disordered and amorphous nature, which
results in a significant reduction in the thermal conductivity (one order of magnitude lower
than Bi2Te3), which is beneficial for thermoelectric applications. Polymers are unique
because the inherent tunability in their structure and processing can enable thermoelectric
property optimization that is not achievable with traditional inorganic semiconductors.
Furthermore, these materials can be synthesized and processed from solution that enables
new manufacturing techniques (such as printing) with high throughput and at a low cost.
The film forming nature of organic materials also affords new application spaces such as
flexible and wearable electronics.
6

1.3.1

Conducting Polymers
Conjugated polymers constitute a special class of organic materials comprising sp2-

hybridized carbon atoms with delocalized π-orbitals that participate in charge transport.
Contrary to typical polymers that are insulators, these materials have alternating single and
double bonds that result in small band gaps (1-3 eV) and renders them conducting. A
conjugated polymer chain typically has numerous repeating units or monomers, and the
polymer is made soluble by introducing side-chain substituents (typically linear or
branched alkyl groups). These materials have been extensively studied for organic
transistors (OFET) and photovoltaics (OPV), and their thermoelectric performance has
been heavily investigated over the last 5 years.14 Conjugated polymers for thermoelectric
applications require higher electrical conductivities than those designed for OPV or OFET
applications. As a result, doping is frequently used to increase the charge carrier
concentration. It is important to clarify here that doping conducting polymers is
significantly different from inorganics, and the main difference lies in the doping level;
inorganic semiconductors are doped on the order of <1% while polymers are doped to a
much larger extent (~35%) by weight.
Polymer doping typically occurs via a redox reaction between the polymer and
dopant. For p-doping, this is done by exposing the polymer to a gas or by dipping in a
solution containing an oxidizing agent. The reduced dopant transforms into a negative
counterion (iodine I2 becomes I3-) that neutralizes the positive charge on the polymer
backbone.36 Alternately, conducting polymers can directly be synthesized in their oxidized
form by chemical polymerization.40 In this case, the oxidation level is tuned during the
chemical reaction using a reducing agent to obtain a p-doped polymer.41 Furthermore, there
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are strategies such as secondary doping where thermoelectric properties can be
simultaneously improved via morphological changes;14-18 this provides an additional level
of tuning that is not available to inorganic materials. Conducting polymers such as
polyaniline (PANI), poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonate) and
:tosylate (PEDOT:PSS and PEDOT-Tos), polyacetylene (PA), as well as derivatives of
polypyrrole (PPY), and polyphenylenevinylene (PPV) have shown promise as
thermoelectric materials.16 Among these, the best performing materials are PEDOT:Tos18
with a zT of 0.25 and DMSO-doped PEDOT:PSS19 with a zT of 0.42 which makes them
comparable to some inorganic materials near room temperature. However, these are p-type
and progress in n-type polymers has been much slower owing to limited n-dopants and the
propensity of doped polymers to degrade in air. Figure 3 shows improvements in
thermoelectric performance of organic materials over the past decade.18,20-25

Figure 3 – Thermoelectric figure-of-merit for organic materials reported in literature.
Rapid progress has been made in p-type materials but high performing n-type
polymers have lagged behind.
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The best performing n-type materials are based on coordination polymers or
metallo-organic polymers that consist of a central metal atom coordinated with an organic
ligand. This material system offers significant tunability that warrants further investigation;
this is the focus of the dissertation and will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
1.3.2

Charge Transport in Organic Semiconductors
Conducting polymers have both energetic and spatial disorder that causes the

localization of charge carriers. The presence of these localized states precludes the
application of the free-electron approximation that describes electronic transport in
inorganic semiconductors. This is because the disordered nature of polymers makes it
challenging to clearly define a free-carrier concentration and mobility, thus requiring a
different transport framework. In this case, transport models for disordered systems such
as Mott’s mobility-edge model for amorphous Silicon and other inorganic alloys are more
applicable.26,27 However, most conducting polymers are heterogeneous owing to the
presence of crystalline domains connected by amorphous chains, and this is a key
difference from amorphous inorganic materials.28
Due to the structural complexity of polymers, thermoelectric properties are
described using a myriad of transport models with specific assumptions that limit their
applicability to certain transport regimes. Hopping transport has been extensively used to
describe charge transport in conducting polymers. This is characterized by an activation
which represents the amount of energy required to overcome the energetic or spatial barrier
and hop from one localized site to another. Thermal fluctuations can provide this activation
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energy, and hence transport in polymers is well-explained by thermally-activated hopping
conduction.26,29-34
Nearest neighbor hopping (NNH) describes a transport regime in which the hopping
rate is limited by spatial tunneling distances such that carriers perform a nearest neighbor
hop. This is the case for lightly doped polymers and manifests as an Arrhenius dependence
of conductivity on temperature.32,35 However, at some point the nearest available site might
be much higher in energy, that it is more likely for the carrier to perform a hop to a site
farther away that has a similar energy. These hops are described by variable range hopping
(VRH), where carriers choose a distant site over the nearest neighbor to address the large
mismatch in energies; this is the case for highly doped polymers.26,36 Figure 4 illustrates
hopping transport in disordered systems and the resulting temperature dependence on
thermoelectric properties.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4 – Description of hopping transport in polymers. (a) Energetic and spatial
disorder results in different hopping regimes - NNH and VRH. (b) Electrical
conductivity is thermally activated and increases with temperature for semiconducting polymers. (c) Seebeck coefficient shows different temperature profiles
that are indicative of the degree of disorder in polymers.
For VRH, the electrical conductivity and thermopower are expressed as:
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where σ0 is the conductivity pre-factor (this is not a function of temperature and depends
on scattering), T0 is the characteristic temperature (which is inversely related to the hopping
range), and γ is the hopping exponent (which depends on the dimensionality of the system,
γ = 0.5 for a 2D system and 0.25 for a 3D system).26 At the microscopic scale, transport of
carriers in organic materials is related to the electronic coupling between different chains,
and at the macroscopic level, transport is dominated by the ability of these carriers to cross
domain boundaries. This is well-described within the framework of percolation theory and
can be applied to VRH where it manifests as the dimensionality of the system, γ.37
The expressions for hopping conductivity and thermopower are inversely
correlated through T0, which can be expressed in terms of the activation energy: EA = kBT0.
If a carrier can hop farther, i.e., the activation energy is small for a long-range hop (the
energy landscape can be tuned via doping), the electrical conductivity increases and is
accompanied by a decrease in the Seebeck coefficient. Hence, the same S-σ coupling that
exists in inorganic thermoelectric materials is also prevalent in hopping transport that
describes doped polymers. Similar strategies as those discussed in Section 1.2 can be
employed to decouple S and σ – tuning the morphology of polymers allows for reducing
energy independent scattering events that increase conductivity without impacting the
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thermopower (only σ0 is increased). Another approach is the synthesis of organic-inorganic
hybrid materials that can be carefully tuned to invoke energy filtering.15,38,39
1.4

Thermoelectric Measurements on Thin Films
Given the structural complexity of organic materials and the variability with

processing and film fabrication techniques, the measured thermoelectric properties are
sample-dependent, and require robust measurements to capture repeatable data.
Furthermore, since the thermal conductivity of polymers is low (~0.2 W/m-K), the power
factor (S2σ) is widely used to compare different materials in literature. Details on thermal
conductivity measurements using 3ω, time domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) and
frequency domain thermoreflectance (FDTR) are reported elsewhere.40-47
Electrical conductivity of thin films is measured using the standard four-probe
technique based on the Van der Pauw method.48 Four probes are placed around the
periphery of the sample such that two contact pads are used to source a current, I while the
voltage, V is measured across the other two pads. The resistance is obtained as R = V/I; this
is done in eight configurations (two horizontal and two vertical, followed by reversing the
direction of current and obtaining four more R values) and appropriately averaged before
solving the Van der Pauw equation for sheet resistance, Rs. Once the film thickness, t is
known (typically measured using profilometry), the in-plane electrical conductivity can be
obtained as σ=1/ Rs t for these thin-films.49
In order to measure the in-plane Seebeck coefficient of a thin film, the same sample
used for electrical conductivity measurements can be used. The Seebeck coefficient is a
measure of the voltage induced in response to a temperature gradient. For this, Peltier units
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connected to temperature controllers apply a temperature gradient, ΔT across the sample
and the induced voltage, ΔT is measured across two contact pads.49 By plotting the
measured voltage against the applied temperature gradient, the Seebeck coefficient is
obtained as the slope of the curve, S = - ΔV/ ΔT. Figure 5 shows a schematic of the in-plane
electrical conductivity and thermopower measurements used for thin films.

Figure 5 – Thin film thermoelectric measurement setup. (a) The Van der Pauw
technique is used to measure in-plane electrical conductivity by sourcing a current
and measuring a voltage across adjacent contact pads. (b) In-plane thermopower
measurements are based on the suspended Seebeck technique. Thermocouples in
close proximity to voltage probes measure the temperature and induced voltage.
1.5

Dissertation Outline
This dissertation consists of five chapters following this introduction, and the

objectives are two-fold: the first goal is to develop n-type polymers with positively
correlated transport properties that break the limitations of inorganic thermoelectrics. The
second thrust is to design new device architectures tailored for polymers that leverages
their lower thermal conductivity and solution processability. While zT and efficiency are
important, for energy harvesting, power density is the defining metric since heat is
abundant and often free. A summary of the chapters is provided here: this first chapter
provided motivation and background on thermoelectrics, as well as an understanding of the
material properties and charge transport theories. It also emphasized the need to look
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beyond existing materials that show the S-σ tradeoff with doping, specifically in n-type
polymers. The second chapter introduces metallo-organic polymers as viable n-type
materials that do not require extrinsic doping. This chapter discusses modifications to the
synthesis of Poly(Ni-ethenetetrathiolate) or NiETT, which enables an enhancement in the
electrical conductivity without impacting the thermopower. The third chapter is devoted
to addressing challenges with the reproducibility of air-oxidized NiETTs by using a
chemical oxidant, as well as systematically tuning the properties by optimizing the reaction
conditions. By performing post-treatment of films, the thermoelectric properties are
simultaneously enhanced. This shows that the S and σ can be decoupled in these metalloorganic polymers, making them a class of materials worth investigating for organic
thermoelectrics. The development of these air stable and high performing n-type materials
motivates the fourth chapter. In this chapter, the basics of module design and
thermoelectric device physics are introduced, and a new device based on a radial
architecture is presented. This leverages the inherent advantages of polymers, namely the
low thermal conductivity and solution processability, by redesigning the leg length and fill
factor. The fifth chapter extends this device-level framework to designs for wearable
thermoelectrics. In particular, a close-packed layout is discussed that maximizes fill factor,
and a new interconnect pattern based on the Hilbert curve is presented. These concepts are
demonstrated with prototype devices for waste heat recovery from pipes, and for wearable
electronics or body heat harvesting. Overall, these improvements in material properties and
device performance culminate in low cost and large-scale thermoelectric applications for
energy harvesting, and chapter 6 summarizes my research contributions in this field.
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CHAPTER 2.

METALLO-ORGANIC POLYMERS AS N-TYPE
THERMOELECTRICS

A practical organic thermoelectric device requires both a p-type and an n-type
material with reasonably large power factors. Although the performance of p-type organic
materials is progressing rapidly,14,16-19 their n-type counterparts have not benefitted from
the same level of development. This is largely due to challenges with performing n-doping
that is resistant to oxygen and moisture as most organic semiconductors have small electron
affinities (3 - 4 eV). Some of the highest performing n-type polymers reported thus far
include

metallo-organic

poly(Ni-ethenetetrathiolate)

(NiETT),23,50

cobaltocene

encapsulated carbon nanotubes51 and vapor-doped fullerenes.52-54 However, these materials
are processed by pressing powders into pellets, filter-cake collection, and sublimation
which makes it difficult to employ large-area manufacturing methods.
Some effort has been made towards developing solution processable n-type
materials such as poly[N,N′-bis(2-octyl-dodecyl)-1,4,5,8-napthalenedicarboximide-2,6diyl]-alt-5,5′-(2,2′-bithiophene)] (P(NDIOD-T2) doped with dihydro-1H-benzoimidazol2-yl (N-DBI) derivatives,55 and self-doped perylene diimides (PDI).56 However, the power
factor values for these materials is ~ 1 μW/m-K2, which is at least an order-of-magnitude
lower than p-type materials. Recently, Shi et al. reported a high conductivity of 14 S/cm
for a solution processed n-type material57 by modifying the backbone of BDPPV doped
with

(4-(1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazol-2-yl)phenyl)dimethylamine

(N-

DMBI), and the same group has also demonstrated promising n-type small molecules58-60
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that can be doped to attain power factors over 10 μW/m-K2. The progress in solutionprocessed n-type organic thermoelectric materials is shown in Figure 6.54-63

Figure 6 – Thermoelectric properties of solution-processed n-type organic materials.
The low electrical conductivity values necessitate the use of doping.
Most of these materials have low power factors due to their low electrical
conductivities, and require careful doping strategies which may cause them to de-dope in
air over extended periods of time, thereby impacting device performance. In contrast,
transition metal coordination complexes (metallo-organic polymers) have facile syntheses,
relatively high electrical conductivities, and have been shown to be stable in ambient
conditions. Of particular interest are polymers based on the ethenetetrathiolate (ETT)
ligand coordinated to nickel due to their n-type nature, which is the focus of this chapter.
2.1

Metal-Ethenetetrathiolate (M-ETT) Polymers
Metal-ethenetetrathiolates are known to have high electrical conductivity and have

been consistently researched for the last ~30 years64-68 but their thermoelectric potential
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was reported in 2012 for the first time.23 The coordination environment between the ETT
ligand and the metal center results in a coordination complex with significant electron
delocalization along the backbone through ligand π-orbital and metal d-orbital overlap.
This structure, combined with the observed non-integral oxidation state, gives rise to a
conducting polymer.69 It has been empirically observed that ETTs can show both p-type
and n-type behavior; the metal center determines the sign of the Seebeck coefficient of the
resulting polymer (NiETT and Ni0 are negative; CuETT and Cu0 are positive).23,70 NiETTs
offer advantages in that they: (i) have tunable electronic properties through multiple
oxidation states on both the ligand and metal center, (ii) exhibit n-type behavior as
evidenced by their negative Seebeck coefficients, and (iii) are stable to ambient conditions
without special exclusion of moisture or oxygen. This has resulted in NiETTs exhibiting
one of the highest organic n-type power factors (66 μW/m-K2) as a pressed pellet.23
Although this is promising, the (i) poorly understood synthetic pathway leads to
irreproducible syntheses, (ii) insoluble nature of the final material limits traditional
structural characterization, and (iii) fabrication via solution-based techniques requires the
use of an insulating matrix that adversely affects performance. These challenges have
resulted in a limited investigation and understanding of this metallo-organic polymer, as
well as property variations across different groups.23,63,71
Given the insoluble nature of the NiETT polymer, it can be processed from solution
by dispersing in an inert matrix. Specifically, poly[K(NiETT)] was dispersed in a
poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) matrix using dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to form a
composite.63 However, this resulted in a significant reduction in the power factor from 66
to 0.43 μW/m-K2. To enhance the power factor, various blends have been investigated.
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Toshima et al. studied ternary blends of NiETT nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
and poly(vinyl chloride) - adding NiETT to CNT/PVC blends had minimal effect on the
Seebeck coefficient while increasing conductivity significantly for this p-type blend,
giving a zT of ~0.3.72,73 Additional studies utilized NiETT/CNT/cellulose acetate blends
that increased the electrical conductivity by a factor of two relative to CNT sheets to form
a p-type composite.74 This indicates that blending NiETT with CNTs is an effective
strategy to improve conductivity, however, the resulting blend is no longer n-type. Thus,
other strategies are required to enhance the performance of this n-type polymer while
making it solution processable. This has been the focus of my research and the subsequent
sections present the property improvements that I have achieved.
2.2

Methodology for Investigation of NiETTs
Generally, ethenetetrathiolate polymers are synthesized by reacting 1,3,4,6-

tetrathiapentalene-2,5-dione (TPD) with excess alkali base in an alcohol solvent with the
goal of producing the ethylene tetrathiolate anion (C2S44-) under an inert environment.
Although there is some contradictory evidence66,67 on whether both carbonyl groups are
cleaved simultaneously upon reacting the TPD with an alkoxide, it is well-understood that
the addition of one molar equivalent of transition metal salts and subsequent oxidation
results in the formation of the polymer. It has also been reported that the central metal,
counter cation and oxidation state can all have significant effects on the electrical
conductivity exhibited by these polymers.23,66,67,75 Herein, the effects of oxidation on the
n-type NiETT are investigated. In particular, the goal was to adapt literature reports for the
synthesis of poly[K(NiETT)] and define an oxidation time that maximizes the electrical
conductivity. This is motivated by a lack of consistency about the optimum oxidation
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conditions for synthesizing this n-type polymer, as well as establishing processing
conditions for ETT/PVDF composite films.
2.2.1

Synthesis of Poly[K(NiETT)]
Poly[K(NiETT)] was synthesized following a reported procedure23,63 with some

modifications outlined here;76 potassium was used as the counterion as previous literature
reports have shown this to be the best performing polymer in the series.23,63 The reaction
was performed in a 250 mL, 24/40, 3-neck round bottom flask with attached condenser.
Stirring was maintained throughout the procedure with a ½” Teflon-coated stir bar at 300
rpm. The reaction was not run under inert atmosphere, but open joints were sealed with
septa. A solution of potassium methoxide (1.50 g, 22.2 mmol, Alfa Aesar) in methanol (45
mL, BDH) was prepared. The monomer, 1,3,4,6-Tetrathiapentalene-2,5-dione (1.0 g, 4.8
mmol, TCI America) was added in one portion, and the resulting solution was heated at 75
°C in an oil bath for 24 hours. Initially, this solution was yellow and darkened to brownblack after several minutes. Separately, a solution of nickel(II) chloride hexahydrate was
prepared from nickel(II) chloride (0.63g, 4.8 mmol, Sigma Aldrich) and water (300 µL,
deionized). This solution was diluted in 25 mL of methanol before addition to the reaction
in one portion. The reaction was heated to reflux for an additional 24 hours. Heating was
stopped, and the solution was immediately exposed to air for a specified time by removing
the condenser and septa from all three necks, while stirring was continued at 300 rpm.
During exposure, a black precipitate formed due to oxidation with air. The solids were
collected by vacuum filtration onto a grade 40 filter paper and washed three times with 40
mL of deionized water then methanol. The resulting black solid was dried under vacuum
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for 24 hours at room temperature and ground to a fine powder using a pestle and mortar.
The synthesis scheme is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 – Synthesis of poly[K(NiETT)] showing half-ring or full-ring opening of the
monomer, followed by complexing with Ni(II) and oxidation by exposing to air for a
given amount of time to precipitate the polymer.
It is noted here that this synthesis was not performed under inert conditions as was
previously reported.64,66 To facilitate a comparison with literature, an additional synthesis
was performed in which all solvents were degassed with nitrogen and the reaction was
performed under air-free conditions. It has been observed that the polymer precipitates
immediately upon oxidation by air or a chemical oxidant, indicating that a short exposure
time may be sufficient. However, the oxidation time used in literature varies from a few
minutes to several hours, with 12-24 hours being used in recent reports.21,61,62,65 To
investigate and better understand the effects of oxidation on the electrical conductivity of
K(NiETT), a systematic study was performed by varying the air exposure time. This was
done by taking aliquots from the same synthesis batch at air exposure times of 20, 40, 60,
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80 and 100 minutes. In addition, a separate batch of material was synthesized with an
exposure time of 24 hours for comparison with literature.76
2.2.2

Polymer Characterization
As these ETT-based polymers are insoluble in common solvents, the

characterization techniques that can be employed are limited. Elemental analysis was
employed to obtain the content of carbon, hydrogen, sulfur and chlorine by CHNS analysis
and flask combustion (2400 II analyzer, PerkinElmer for CH, 1108 analyzer, Carlo Erba
for S, and 790 IC, Metrohm Peak for Cl). The analysis of nickel and potassium was carried
out on an inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer, ICP-OES (OPTIMA
7300 DV, PerkinElmer). Each sample was dissolved in concentrated nitric acid and diluted
with deionized water prior to analysis. XPS was performed to investigate the binding
environment of the powder samples (Thermo K-Alpha XPS tool, Thermo Fisher Scientific
Inc.). The operating pressure in the analysis chamber during data acquisition was 10-7 mBar
and the X-ray spot size was adjusted to 200 μm. A built-in flood gun was used to eliminate
the surface charging effects. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, five consecutive scans
were performed for the survey spectra (1 eV energy steps and 200 eV pass energy), and
ten consecutive scans were performed for the elemental survey (0.1 eV energy steps and
50 eV pass energy). The survey scans were analyzed using Avantage software v5.959
(Thermo Scientific) in which the kinetic energy correction was made using KE0.6, and
Shirley or linear-type backgrounds were employed.25 The chemical shift of the survey
spectra was done using C1s peak referenced at 285 eV. The relative sensitivity factors
referenced to C1s peak (Scofield sensitivity factors, 1 for C1s) were as follows: 1.67 for
S2p, 22.18 for Ni2p, 3.97 for K2p, 2.285 for Cl2p, 2.93 for O1s.77 The elemental scans
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were chemically shifted with respect to K2p3/2 peak at 293.2 eV (rather than C1s peak
which had low signal-to-noise ratio in short air exposure samples) with Shirley-type
backgrounds. Deconvolution of the peaks was carried out to investigate different
functionalities in the elemental scans by minimizing the residual in the fit. The full-width
at half-maximum (FWHM) values for all deconvoluted peaks were constrained to be the
same in a single elemental scan, and curve fitting was performed using mixed GaussianLorentzian line shapes, i.e., GL(30) (GL(100) is pure Lorentzian and GL(0) is pure
Gaussian). The molar percentages (which correspond to area percentages) of the doublets
in Ni 2p, S 2p and K 2p peaks were analyzed for expected degeneracy due to spin-orbit
coupling (~ 2:1 in 2p3/2:2p1/2). The area percentages and binding energy positions of the
deconvoluted peaks were not constrained in the deconvolution procedure, but obtained as
a result of the analysis. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using Pyris 1
Thermogravimetric Analyzer (PerkinElmer) under argon. For these experiments, 6-10 mg
of ETT powder was loaded into a platinum pan. The TGA program consisted of two steps:
a 5 minute isothermal hold at 50 °C, followed by a 10 °C/min ramp rate up to 600 °C.
2.2.3

Thin Film Fabrication
Given that NiETT is insoluble in common solvents, a composite film was prepared

by ball-milling the ETT powder with a polymer matrix to form a dispersion. First, PVDF
(Sigma Aldrich, MW ~180,000) was dissolved in DMSO (Amresco) at 80 °C for 4 hours
under continuous stirring in an Erlenmeyer flask to form a 20 mg/mL solution. Next, 40
mg of ETT powder was added to 1 mL of the PVDF/DMSO solution with 10 zirconia beads
(diameter = 1 mm) in a micro-vibration mill for 30 minutes (MSK-SFM-12M, MTI
Corporation). Other electrically inert polymers such as PMMA, PVA and PVP were also
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tested as binders, but films with PVDF had the best quality and resulted in the highest
thermoelectric properties (see Appendix A.1). Thus, this was chosen as the binder for all
studies reported in this dissertation. Films were prepared by drop-casting 35 µL of the
composite on 1cm  1cm pre-treated glass substrates and drying in a vacuum oven at 50
°C for 30 minutes (pre-treatment of glass substrates involves sequential cleaning with
deionized water, acetone and isopropyl alcohol for 3 minutes each and placement in
oxygen-plasma for 5 minutes). Four gold contact pads (1mm  1mm, ~ 100 nm thick) were
then deposited on the prepared films using a shadow mask in an e-beam evaporator. All
films were 5-10 μm thick as measured with a profilometer (Dektak XT, Bruker).76
2.2.4

Thermoelectric Property Measurements
For the composite films, transport measurements were performed as previously

reported15,38 using an in-house measurement setup. Micromanipulators with tungsten tips
were used to make electrical contact to the gold contact pads, and sheet resistance was
acquired based on the four-probe Van der Pauw technique. For Seebeck coefficient
measurements, the film was suspended between two temperature-controlled Peltier stages
(separated ~3 mm), and a series of temperature differences up to ΔT = 10 °C were applied
between the stages. The thermoelectric voltage was measured between two contact pads
on separate stages using the probe tips, while the temperature of each stage was measured
with a K-type thermocouple in close proximity to the probe tips. Voltage and temperature
data were acquired using a Keithley 2700 DMM with a 7708 Mux card via a LabVIEW
interface. The Seebeck coefficient was extracted as the slope of the V - ΔT plot. In order to
obtain temperature-dependent properties, the Peltier stage temperature was changed from
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20 – 100 °C using temperature controllers (Model LFI-3751). In all cases, thermal grease
was applied on the backside of the substrate to ensure good thermal contact with the Peltier
stage. Five films were measured to capture sample-to-sample variations; this is reported as
the standard deviation and represented by error bars around the average value.
2.3

Results and Discussion
The electrical conductivity of K(NiETT) varies as a function of the extent of

oxidation in air. As shown in Figure 8, there is an optimum exposure time between 20 and
40 minutes that maximizes the electrical conductivity. To ensure the results were
reproducible, additional syntheses were performed with an exposure time of 30 minutes as
well as with an exposure times of 24 hours for comparison with literature. The in-depth
analysis and thermoelectric measurements for these two syntheses are presented herein.
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Figure 8 – The electrical conductivity of K(NiETT)/PVDF composite films changes as
a function of the extent of oxidation (exposure to air). A maximum is attained ~ 30
minutes, after which conductivity decreases down to literature values of 2 S/cm.63
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2.3.1

Elemental Composition of K(NiETT)
The empirical formula for ETTs was first reported by Poleschner et al. to fit

Ax(MC2S4), where A represents the counterion (potassium in this case) and M is the central
metal (nickel in this case).68 Recent literature reports show deviations from this idealized
structure, but the limited characterization techniques available to this material make it
challenging to predict the actual structure.23,50 Table 1 shows the elemental composition of
the 30-minute and 24-hour K(NiETT) powder samples, and atomic ratios are provided to
facilitate a comparison with the proposed structure. Although the oxygen content could not
be measured directly from the elemental analysis methods employed, XPS survey scans
clearly indicate the presence of oxygen in these materials, and hence, the oxygen content
is calculated as the remainder in summing to 100%.
Table 1 – Elemental composition of poly[Kx(Ni-ETT)] obtained from combustion
analysisa and ICP-OESb for 30-minute and 24-hour samples. Atomic ratios are
provided to compare with the expected empirical formula [Ax(MC2S4)].

Elemental Analysis - Weight %
Ca

Ha

Sa

Nib

Kb

Cla

O

30 mins

9.08

0.78

47.31

22.06

8.71

2.13

9.93

24 hours

8.36

1.58

35.65

21.32

3.52

1.98

27.62

Atomic Ratios
Theoretical

30 mins

24 hours

Ni : C

0.50

0.50

0.52

S:C

2.00

1.95

1.60

Ni : S

0.25

0.25

0.33

K : Ni

-

0.59

0.25
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Deviations from the ideal composition along with unexpected elements (H, Cl, O)
are observed in both the 30-minute and 24-hour samples. Several factors contribute to these
deviations - chain ends give potential sites for incorporation of H, Cl, and O and the low
degree of polymerization expected for this polymer gives terminal groups a larger impact
on overall composition. Additional purification and isolation of the target material is
precluded due to its insolubility. The presence of hydrogen and oxygen in these polymers
may be attributed to solvent or water molecules associated with the counterion, or with
different terminal groups.23,66,67 TGA analysis for both samples (30 minutes and 24 hours)
shows a weight loss of about 2% at 50 °C which is expected to be contact moisture, and
over 5% around 175 °C, above which the polymer decomposes (see Appendix A.2). Cl
may be from NiCl2 used in the synthesis that exists as an impurity and is difficult to remove.
The 30-minute sample is in good agreement with the expected formula of
Ax(MC2S4), indicating that this smaller exposure time is sufficient for precipitating the
polymer. The 24-hour sample has a smaller amount of sulfur than expected, which suggests
that there may be some decomposition of the polymer through an extended oxidation
process, or other factors that are discussed subsequently. The K:Ni ratio is an indirect
indication of the degree of oxidation in the polymer, i.e. the smaller the ratio, the higher
the degree of oxidation,66 which is the case for the 24-hour sample from Table 1. This is
expected since the 24-hour sample is more oxidized than the 30-minute sample, thereby
requiring less K+ couterions for charge neutrality. The nature and concentration of the
counterion play an important role in influencing the electrical properties as it may facilitate
chain stacking which provides additional conduction pathways (inter-chain transport);67
this is explored in greater detail in Chapter 3. The atomic % of potassium in the 24-hour
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sample is identical to that reported by Vogt et al., however Sun et al. report negligibe
amounts of potassium in their synthesis.23,65 Futhermore, there is no data provided on the
sulfur composition which makes a direct comparison on material composition with
literature challenging.
2.3.2

XPS Analysis of NiETT Powders
Due to the small signal-to-noise ratio in the 30-minute sample, deconvolution in a

meaningful manner is challenging. Furthermore, XPS is a surface characterization tool so
the Ni, K and C signals may not be representative of the bulk material in the 30-minute
sample due to the poor signal intensity. Acknowledging this limitation, attempts were made
to compare S signals between the 24-hour and 30-minute samples as these deconvolutions
are statistically valid. First, the C1s and K2p elemental scans were deconvoluted for the
24-hour sample, as shown in Figure 9. The K2p peak is deconvoluted into K2p3/2 peak at
293.20 eV and K2p1/2 peak at 295.94 eV with an area ratio of about 2:1 and a peak
separation of 2.74 eV, in agreement with literature.78,79 This indicates a single binding
environment for K, as expected given that potassium acts only as a cation for charge
neutrality in the polymer. The deconvolution of C peak resulted in five statistically valid
sub-peaks. Given the limited number of applicable characterization methods for this
insoluble material, the assignment of binding environments to these sub-peaks is
challenging, especially at the lower binding energy side (peaks A and B). Peak A at 283.86
eV and peak B at 284.94 eV might occur due to different oxidation states of S in the C-SNi binding environment. This has been observed for Ni-DMID and CuETT samples where
the oxidation is a ligand-centered process taking place at S, and may be extended to the
NiETT as well.75,80
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Figure 9 – C1s and K2p spectra and associated deconvolution for the 24-hour NiETT
powder sample obtained from XPS
Other peaks in the C1s scan at 286.38 eV (peak C) and 288 eV (peak D) may
indicate the presence of hydroxyl end groups (C-OH) and a carbonyl (C=O) functionality,
respectively.67,81,82 Vicente et al. attributed the presence of carbonyl in ETT polymers to a
half-ring opening of TPD in the synthesis.66 The peak at 289.15 eV (peak E) likely indicates
a shake-up process due to π-π* transition in C=C bond showing a degree of aromaticity in
the molecule or an ester functionality (O-C=O), albeit the latter is less likely.81,83,84
Next, for the 24-hour sample, the Ni2p3/2 peak was deconvoluted into two subpeaks with binding energies of 853.90 eV (sub-peak A) and 856.06 eV (sub-peak B) with
an area ratio of 2.05:1, as shown in Figure 10. The peak separation and the calculated area
ratio agree well with values reported in literature, indicating an identical Ni environment.63
Previous reports on poly[Na(NiETT)] suggest that peaks A and B correspond to Ni in the
polymer backbone and Ni acting as counterion, respectively. This is investigated in detail
in Chapter 3.
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Figure 10 – Ni2p spectra and associated deconvolution for the 24-hour NiETT powder
sample obtained from XPS
Finally, the S2p scan and deconvolution for the 24-hour sample was performed and
is presented in Figure 11. There are two regions in the S2p peak: the main region between
159.8-166.5 eV, and an additional region between 166.5-172.1 eV. The S2p peaks found
in the main region (peak A and peak B) are attributed to the S bridging with Ni in the
polymer backbone indicating two distinct binding environments for S;75,84 this might occur
due to variations in the oxidation states of S and/or Ni.80,84 The peak separation in both
peak A and peak B doublets is about 1.2 eV, in agreement with literature values.78,85 The
degeneracy ratio of peak B shows the expected value of 2:1, whereas peak A deviates and
is about 1:1. In comparison, for the S2p scan of the 30-minute sample, the degeneracy ratio
holds for both the A and B peaks along with expected peak positions and separations.
One possible explanation for the area ratio deviation in the 24-hour sample is the
presence of an additional functionality, which is likely from disulfides owing to prolonged
oxidation (i.e., longer oxidation times form more disulfides).86,87 A possible presence of
disulfides in the polymer backbone might adversely affect the electrical conductivity by
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destroying conjugation, as depicted in the lower electrical conductivity of the 24-hour
sample compared to that of the 30-minute sample. The peaks in the other S2p region (peaks
C, D, and E) might point to the presence of oxides of sulfur and/or shake-ups indicating
conjugation in the molecule.80,85,88 The stark difference in the S2p peak shapes between 24hour and 30-minute samples is interesting and found to be repeatable in the other short
exposure time samples (i.e., 20-minute through 80-minute samples).
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Figure 11 – S2p spectrum and deconvolution for: (a) 24-hour sample and (b) 30minute NiETT sample from XPS. Both samples show the presence of different
binding environments for sulfur in the polymer.
The variation of oxygen content across all samples as well as the differences in XPS
surface composition compared to bulk elemental analysis indicates that air oxidation may
not be the best approach for reproducible syntheses.
2.3.3

Thermoelectric Properties of NiETT/PVDF Composite Films
By shortening the air exposure time from 24-hours to 30-minutes, the electrical

conductivity of K(NiETT) is enhanced by a factor of eight. In fact, this value is twenty
times higher than that reported in the literature.63 Comparing the 24-hour sample to
previous work with long exposure times,63 the conductivity is over two times higher. This
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may be attributed to using a 4:1 ETT/PVDF ratio compared to 2:1 used in literature, as
shown in Table 2. The thermoelectric properties for the air-free syntheses are also
tabulated, as these materials provide an experimental control and direct comparison with
literature. The negative Seebeck values are indicative of n-type behavior with electrons as
primary charge carriers in the NiETT polymer.
Table 2 – Thermoelectric properties of composite films of Poly[K(NiETT)] with
PVDF/DMSO (4:1 w/w ratio) at T = 298 K

Exposure Time
12 hours (2:1 ratio) 63

σ (S/cm)

S (μV/K)

S2σ (μW/m-K2)

2.1

- 45*

0.43

5.2 ± 0.1

-27 ± 3

0.38 ± 0.06

43 ± 4

-33 ± 1

4.68 ± 0.48

Air-free 24 hours

0.5 ± 0.2

-27 ± 3

0.04 ± 0.02

Air-free 30 minutes

1.8 ± 0.1

-26 ± 1

0.12 ± 0.01

24 hours
30 minutes

* There is a discrepancy in the value reported in the main manuscript (-45 µV/K) and in the supplemental
information (-28 µV/K).63

One possible explanation for the variation in observed properties could be the
extent of partial oxidation, defined as the molar ratio of counterion to central metal. This
relationship between the partial oxidation and electrical conductivity in materials with
similar structures to NiETT has been observed previously. For example, Holdcroft et al.
measured the electrical conductivities of p-type poly[Cu(CuETT)] by varying the degree
of partial oxidation (DPO) using oxidants such as air, hydrogen peroxide, chlorine and
iodine prior to addition of the metal salt.67 Compared to an unoxidized polymer, small
increases in DPO was observed to increase the electrical conductivity by a factor of ten.
Larger DPO values, however, decreased the electrical conductivity back to that of the
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unoxidized polymer. Vicente et al. studied the effect of partial oxidation on
poly[TBA(NiETT)] (TBA: tetrabutylammonium) and observed two orders-of-magnitude
electrical conductivity increase in partially oxidized samples compared to unoxidized
polymers by exposing the material in open atmosphere.66 Extending these observations to
poly[K(NiETT)], the 30-minute sample shows a larger degree of partial oxidation and a
corresponding high value of electrical conductivity compared to the 24-hour sample. Liu
et al. made similar observations in [TBA][Ni(DMID)2] (DMID=1,3-dithiole-2-one-4,5dithiolate) based on XPS that showed an intensification in the satellite peak at 168.7 eV in
the S2p scan with an increase in the DPO, which agrees with the XPS scans shown in
Figure 11. They attributed this to a ligand-centered oxidation occurring at sulfur in DMID
moieties that resulted in an improvement in conjugation.88 The effects of partial oxidation
on NiETT have not been reported before and will be explored further in chapter 3.

Figure 12 shows how thermoelectric properties change with increasing the content
of ETT powders in the PVDF/DMSO composite films. The electrical conductivity
increases with increase in the NiETT amount as expected, while the Seebeck coefficient is
almost constant within experimental error limits. This is expected as a larger amount of
conducting material would increase σ but the thermopower would not vary beyond the
percolation threshold. The 4:1 w/w mass ratio (i.e., 40 mg NiETT in a 10 mg/mL solution
of PVDF/DMSO) was chosen for all measurements reported herein as it resulted in a
uniform film quality and consistent thermoelectric properties across all syntheses batches
performed on the same scale (1 g). However, upon scaling up the reaction, inconsistencies
in air oxidation result in lower σ values.
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Figure 12 – Electrical conductivity of composite films increases with increasing
loading of NiETT particles in the inert binder. The Seebeck coefficient remains
around -30 µV/K for all ratios studied.
To test the stability of K(NiETT) films blended with PVDF/DMSO in air, samples
were stored in ambient conditions (room temperature and ambient humidity), and
properties were measured over time, as shown in Table 3. No significant differences in the
properties were observed over a one-year period, confirming that unlike common n-doped
polymers that tend to de-dope in the presence of oxygen and/or water, NiETT is a viable
material for practical thermoelectric devices.76 Note here that these σ values are lower than
40 S/cm as the ETT reaction was scaled up to a 5 g synthesis.
Table 3 – Air stability of films of Poly[K(NiETT)] with PVDF/DMSO over time

σ (S/cm)

S (μV/K)

Initial Value

13 ± 1

-33 ± 1

After 6 months

13 ± 2

-30 ± 2

After 1 year

12 ± 1

-32 ± 1

Time
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2.3.4

Charge Transport in K(NiETT)
As a final step, the temperature dependent thermoelectric properties for the 30-

minute sample were measured to provide insight on the charge transport mechanism, as
shown in Figure 13. The electrical conductivity was found to increase with temperature to
give a negative temperature coefficient of resistance. This suggests that transport is
thermally activated, and that these polymers are semiconducting in nature. This is as
expected for disordered materials and fits within the framework of hopping conduction. In
this temperature range, the Seebeck coefficient increases slowly and its magnitude is in the
expected range for hopping conduction (tens of µV/K).
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Figure 13 – Temperature dependent thermoelectric properties of K(NiETT)/PVDF
composite films with 30-minute air exposure. (a) Electrical conductivity and (b)
Seebeck coefficient increase with temperature which is indicative of hopping
conduction.
The plot of ln(σ) as a function of T-1/4 (see inset, Figure 13) yields a linear fit which
indicates that charge transport follows Mott’s variable range hopping in three
dimensions.27,36
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2.4

Conclusions
Metallo-organic complexes with nickel as the metal center exhibit high electrical

conductivities and n-type behavior, thereby warranting investigation and optimization of
their thermoelectric properties. In this chapter, I have demonstrated the tunability of
poly[K(NiETT)] composite films with PVDF/DMSO. By reducing the air exposure time
(thereby tuning the extent of oxidation) during the synthesis from 24-hours to 30-minutes,
electrical conductivity was increased by a factor of eight while the Seebeck coefficient
remained unchanged. This result suggests that tuning the synthesis conditions is a viable
strategy to decouple S and σ, and is a key result of this chapter. It was observed, for the
first time that extended oxidation leads to inferior thermoelectric properties, potentially due
to a break in conjugation and formation of undesirable functionalities, as evidenced from
the XPS results. Similar oxidation studies on PEDOT:Tos and CuETT have shown that
there is indeed an optimum oxidation level that maximizes electrical conductivity.18,75 XPS
characterization also suggested that differences across samples may be attributed to
inconsistencies with air oxidation at different reaction scales. These observations motivate
further investigation of these polymers through systematic synthesis optimization, as well
as strategies to improve the thermopower; this is the focus of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3.

SYSTEMATIC ENHANCEMENT OF ETT/PVDF
COMPOSITE FILMS

Metallo-organic polymers based on the ethenetetrathiolate ligand coordinated to
nickel were previously discussed (Chapter 2) and shown to be promising n-type
thermoelectric materials. It is well-known that the counterion, central metal and oxidation
state can impact the electrical conductivity exhibited by these metallo-organic
polymers.23,66,67,75 The latter was investigated for K(NiETT), where it was found that the
extent of oxidation could be controlled by varying the air exposure time to maximize
electrical conductivity.76 However, reproducibility was a challenge for larger reaction
scales, and differences were observed between the surface and bulk material. This suggests
the need for a robust oxidation procedure beyond air exposure, as well as a systematic study
of the other synthesis parameters to further enhance the thermoelectric performance of
NiETTs. In this chapter, drawbacks are addressed to provide a deeper understanding of the
material, and an optimized synthesis is developed that is reproducible and scalable.
Furthermore, post-treatment of films is performed and is found to increase the Seebeck
coefficient of NiETT polymers.
3.1

Methodology for Investigation of NiETTs
The poorly understood reaction mechanism in the formation of NiETT and lack of

characterization techniques to study the structures of these insoluble complexes make
synthetic optimizations difficult. To better understand how changes to the reaction
conditions affect thermoelectric performance, the reaction is sub-divided into three major
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steps as shown in Figure 14. Systematic variations across individual steps, while keeping
all other reaction conditions constant, create families of materials for direct comparison.

Figure 14 – The synthesis of NiETT is sub-divided into three modifiable steps for
thermoelectric property optimization.
In Step 1, to isolate the effect of the counterion on the reaction and final material,
three methoxide species were used: lithium methoxide, sodium methoxide, and potassium
methoxide. The three otherwise identical reactions yield Li[NiETT], Na[NiETT], and
K[NiETT]. In Step 2, to isolate the effect of nickel deficiency or excess, five NiETTs with
different stoichiometric equivalents of nickel(II) acetate were synthesized while keeping
the counterion fixed using sodium methoxide: Na[Ni(0.5)ETT], Na[Ni(0.75)ETT],
Na[Ni(1.0)ETT], Na[Ni(2.0)ETT], and Na[Ni(3.0)ETT]. Finally in Step 3, to isolate the
effect of oxidation extent, four reactions using one equivalent of nickel(II) acetate and
sodium methoxide were synthesized: no chemical oxidation, Na2[NiETT]; partial chemical
oxidation, Na1.5[NiETT]; full oxidation to the neutral polymer, Na0[NiETT]; and overoxidation, Na-2[NiETT]. Here, the sodium subscript indicates the expected number of
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counterions per repeat unit, and therefore the expected negative charge on the backbone
per repeat unit of the polymer (subscripts do not indicate the actual amount of sodium
counterions per repeat unit). A negative subscript indicates a stoichiometric excess of
oxidant was used for that sample. It has been previously shown (see chapter 2) that the
extent of oxidation from exposure to air drastically affects thermoelectric performance;76
this is addressed by using a chemical oxidant, i.e., iodine, as control over atmospheric
oxidation is challenging and results in property variations at different reaction scales.
3.1.1

Synthesis of Poly[Na(NiETT)]
In a 100 mL round bottom flask with magnetic stir bar, thiapendione or TPD was

added (500 mg, 2.4 mmol, 1.0 equiv) against a positive flow of argon. Anhydrous, degassed
MeOH (15 mL) was added by syringe, and the reaction was heated to 60 °C. Separately,
freshly prepared NaOMe (648 mg, 12 mmol, 5.0 equiv) was dissolved in MeOH (15 mL)
and added to the reaction. The reaction immediately turns a light yellow color that becomes
darker (brown to black) over time. Separately, anhydrous Ni(II)OAc2 (424 mg, 2.4 mmol,
1.0 equiv) was dissolved in anhydrous MeOH (20 mL). At the 24 hour reaction mark, the
addition of the Ni(II) solution was started at a rate of 20 mL/hour, such that the Ni(II)
solution is added over 1 hour. The reaction becomes a “sol-gel” during the addition, such
that stirring was significantly impeded. The reaction was stirred at 60 °C for an additional
23 hours, to give a total active reaction time of 48 hours. Glacial acetic acid (1 mL in 10
mL MeOH) was added rapidly by syringe to quench any remaining base before addition of
the oxidant. Next, iodine (609 mg, 2.4 mmol, 2.0 equiv of oxidant) in MeOH (10 mL) was
added in one portion. The reaction was allowed to stir for several hours at 60 °C, at which
point the iodine color had faded from the solution, the “sol-gel” had become a fine
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suspension, and the reaction suspension settles upon removal of stirring. The solids were
collected on a 0.45 µm nylon filter. Without allowing the slurry to filter completely
between washes, the product was washed three times each with methanol, distilled water,
methanol again, and finally ether. The resulting lustrous grey-blue material was allowed to
dry on the filter. After crushing in an agate mortar and pestle, the powder was dried again
under high vacuum to remove any trapped solvent.
3.1.2

Polymer Characterization
The content of carbon, hydrogen and sulfur were obtained by combustion analysis

(2400 II analyzer, PerkinElmer for CH, 1108 analyzer, Carlo Erba for S). The analysis of
nickel and sodium was carried out on an inductively coupled plasma optical emission
spectrometer, ICP-OES (OPTIMA 7300 DV, PerkinElmer). Each sample was dissolved in
concentrated nitric acid and diluted with deionized water prior to analysis. XPS was
performed on the powder samples using a Thermo K-Alpha XPS (Thermo Fisher Scientific
Inc.). Survey scans as well as elemental scans for C, Na, S, O, Ni, and I2 were done at two
depth levels: a surface level and a depth level of ~20 nm using an Ar-ion beam for etching.
Herein, data is presented from the depth analysis to eliminate surface contamination from
adventitious C and O. Although XPS is a surface characterization tool, the atomic % at the
surface and depth for iodine-oxidized Na(NiETT) agree reasonably well (within 15%)
indicating that the material composition is homogeneous and representative of the bulk.
Thermogravimetric analysis coupled with mass spectrometry was performed on a
NETZSCH STA 449F1 Jupiter coupled with a NETZSCH QMS 403 Aeolos mass
spectrometer via a transfer line kept at 300 °C. Samples were run in a 25 μL aluminum
crucible under a constant flow of argon (70 mL/min). The heating profile was 40 to 160 °C
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at 10 K/min, isothermal at 160 °C for 60 minutes, and 160 to 600 °C at 10 K/min. SEM
images were obtained using the SU-8230 tool (Hitachi).
3.2

Results and Discussion
Two distinct qualitative forms of NiETT are observed across all syntheses:

amorphous black powders and blue-gray lustrous powders, indicating the formation of a
poly-crystalline or heterogeneous material in contrast to the completely amorphous
polymer reported in literature.23 The elemental composition of both forms are identical,
indicating that the effect is morphological and can be attributed to different crystallite sizes
or packing differences, as shown in Figure 15. In order to measure the thermoelectric
properties of ETT materials, a composite film was fabricated by ball-milling ETT powder
with a PVDF matrix to form a dispersion in DMSO. Binder selection and ETT/PVDF ratios
were discussed in chapter 2 and omitted here for sake of brevity.76

Figure 15 – (a) A 100 mL flask containing oxidized Na[NiETT]; (b) Optical
microscope (left column) and SEM images (right column) of the two observed forms
of NiETT powders: black and amorphous (top row), blue-gray and poly-crystalline
(bottom row); (c) Image of fabricated NiETT/PVDF composite film for
thermoelectric property measurements.
Performance enhancements and thermoelectric property optimization can be
achieved by tuning the synthesis as well as performing film post-treatment via annealing.
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3.2.1

Film Post-Treatment by Annealing
As-cast films were prepared as follows: NiETT powder was dried for 24 hours

under vacuum at room temperature and then dispersed in the PVDF/DMSO solution. This
mixture was drop cast on a glass substrate and dried under vacuum for 30 minutes at 50 ⁰C
to remove solvent and yield films that are 5-10 µm thick. As a first step, the films were
annealed to investigate the effect of film post-treatment on the resulting thermoelectric
properties. To establish annealing conditions, the temperature was varied for NiETT/PVDF
films and the resulting thermoelectric properties were recorded as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 – Electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient (magnitude) of
NiETT/PVDF composite films as a function of annealing temperature. All films are
annealed in air for one hour on a hot-plate prior to making thermoelectric
measurements.
The electrical conductivity and thermopower of composite films increase
simultaneously with increasing annealing temperature and are maximized at 160 ⁰C.
Annealing at higher temperatures resulted in severe cracking of films and complete
delamination from the substrate in some cases. The binder and film forming polymer,
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PVDF, melts at 169 ⁰C; near and above this temperature, phase separation occurs between
NiETT and PVDF causing film cracking. Upon annealing at 160 ⁰C, conductivity increases
from 6 ± 2 S/cm for an as-cast film to 23 ± 3 S/cm; this is accompanied by an increase in
the Seebeck coefficient from -28 ± 3 µV/K to -74 ± 4 µV/K, to yield a power factor over
10 µW/m-K2 for this n-type film. These properties are repeatable across multiple syntheses
at different scales, as shown in Figure 17, indicating that annealing is instrumental in
enhancing properties.
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Figure 17 – Thermoelectric performance of two batches of Na0[Ni(1.0)ETT] showing
consistent performance both before and after film annealing at 160 °C. The Seebeck
coefficients of all NiETTs are negative, but the absolute value is shown for simplicity.
To test for air stability during annealing, additional films were annealed at 160 ⁰C
in a vacuum and under nitrogen for one hour – the resulting thermoelectric properties were
identical to air annealed samples, indicating that there is no degradation during the
annealing process. Furthermore, XPS elemental scans of Ni2p and S2p before and after
annealing remain unchanged, which confirms there is no redox activity due to annealing.
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While the improvement in the electrical conductivity with annealing can be attributed to
morphological changes, the simultaneous enhancement in thermopower was surprising.
Thermogravimetric analysis shows that annealing results in a 5% mass loss of the NiETT
powder and a 7% mass loss in the NiETT/PVDF/DMSO film, indicating that different
species may be evolved during the annealing process. To isolate compositional changes in
NiETT powders from morphological changes in NiETT/PVDF composite films upon
annealing, the NiETT powder was first annealed at 160 ⁰C for one hour in air and then cast
as a NiETT/PVDF thin film from DMSO that yielded a thermopower of -45 µV/K. This is
an improvement compared to the control sample (-28 µV/K) indicating that there is a
change occurring in the NiETT powder when annealed. Upon annealing films prepared
with annealed powders at 160 ⁰C for one hour in air, the thermopower increases to -80
µV/K. This reveals that the underlying mechanism involves changes in the NiETT powder
alone, as well as changes due to the combination of NiETT/PVDF/DMSO. Spectroscopic
and microscopic characterization were employed to gain insight into these changes.
3.2.1.1 Morphological Changes during Annealing
It is known that favourable interaction between the binder and solvent can
significantly impact the residual solvent in the film. Furthermore, given that DMSO is a
low vapor pressure solvent and hygroscopic in nature, vacuum drying for 30 minutes is not
sufficient to remove all the solvent. During the annealing post-treatment process, some of
this residual solvent is removed which causes a densification of the film that brings
domains closer together and closes existing cracks (from thermal stresses during vacuum
drying) in the center of the film. This in turn leads to new cracks forming at the edges of
the film, as shown in Figure 18.
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100 µm

Figure 18 – SEM images of NiETT/PVDF composite films before annealing (left) and
after annealing (right) for one hour in air at 160 ⁰C.
Annealing just below the melting temperature of PVDF (i.e., annealing at 160 °C)
allows NiETT to reorganize into better connected domains which improves carrier
mobility. Similar observations have been made with carbon nanotubes in an inert matrix,
where the filler reorganizes into more conducting pathways upon annealing.89,90 This
morphological effect is reflected in a higher σ for annealed NiETT/PVDF films compared
to as-cast films. However, an increase in the thermopower is also observed which cannot
be explained by improved mobility alone; this indicates that an additional factor is at play
during the annealing process. This is hypothesized to be the removal of impurities in
addition to the above-mentioned morphological effects. Tandem thermogravimetric
analysis – mass spectrometry (TGA-MS) was employed to gain insight into the species
evolved during the annealing process.
3.2.1.2 Compositional Changes during Annealing
Thermogravimetric analysis indicates four mass loss events occur in the NiETT
powder and in the NiETT/PVDF composite films during heating to 600 °C; these are
indicated as Events A-D. Event A, mimicking the annealing conditions, occurs upon
heating to and holding at the annealing temperature of 160 °C for one hour. Event B begins
at ~190 °C and shows a peak mass loss rate at ~235 °C, indicating significant
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decomposition of the polymer at these temperatures. Event C (peak loss rate at 385 °C) and
Event D (peak loss rate at 595 °C in powders, 470 °C in films) are attributed to continued
decomposition of NiETT and PVDF. Mass loss Event A is critical to understanding the
effect of annealing on NiETT powders and NiETT/PVDF composites, and is discussed
here in greater detail. First, the powder samples are considered: NiETT powder in its
original state (Pristine Powder, PP) and NiETT powder after annealing at 160 °C for one
hour in air (Annealed Powder, AP); Figure 19 shows the TGA data and mass loss events
for these samples.

Figure 19 – NiETT thermogravimetric analysis with plotted differential (DTG) for
(a) Pristine Powder or PP samples and (b) Annealed Powder or AP samples.
In both the pristine and annealed powders, Event A is a broad, shallow loss (5.3%
and 2.8% in PP and AP, respectively) that begins at 70 °C and ends during the isothermal
hold, and ion traces from mass spec reveal that two components are evolved – water and
carbonyl sulfide – that contribute to the total mass loss. The presence of water is expected
as it has been previously observed in literature for NiETT.66 The water evolved at these
temperatures is hypothesized to be contact moisture; the heating rate (10 K/min) prevents
differentiation between water removed at or below the boiling point (surface or contact
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moisture) and water removed above the boiling point (incorporated water, such as
NiSO4●6H2O or Ni(OH)2 or coordinated to the polymer backbone).91,92 The other signal,
carbonyl sulfide, is an unexpected impurity when considering the ideal atomic composition
Na[Ni(C2S4)]n for these polymers. The source of this signal is potentially from unreacted
carbonyl end groups or sulfonyl irregularities in the polymer backbone, as was discussed
in chapter 2.93 Even in carefully controlled syntheses, impurities and deviations from the
idealized structure have been shown in these ETT polymers.23,66,67,76 The key difference
between the two samples is that the signal from carbonyl sulfide is significantly reduced in
the annealed powder when compared to the pristine material, such that contact moisture is
the major contributor to the 2.8% mass loss in the annealed powder sample. This highlights
the importance of proper reaction and work-up conditions as well as material posttreatment as removing a small amount of impurity (carbonyl sulfide) increases the
thermopower from –28 to –42 µV/K.
Event B in both PP and AP, begins the irreversible and destructive decomposition
of the NiETT polymer. The onset temperature (180 °C) is recommended as the maximum
safe temperature for any processing method (e.g. annealing, printing, extruding) for the
NiETT. Event B evolves additional water (likely incorporated water) and carbonyl sulfide,
and begins the release of sulfur dioxide and carbon disulfide. The presence of sulfur dioxide
provides additional evidence of sulfonyl groups in the backbone, as it is evolved at a lower
temperature (200 °C) than sulfur dioxide from NiSO4 decomposition.94 The start of
evolution of carbon disulfide indicates that the main backbone of NiETT is decomposing
at these elevated temperatures. Event C is a continuation of Event B, and releases additional
carbon disulfide, hydrogen sulfide, and sulfur dioxide. The final decomposition, Event D,
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continues to the end of the run at 600 ⁰C releasing carbon disulfide, sulfur dioxide,
hydrogen sulfide and water. Based on these observations from TGA-MS, it is clear that
annealing causes a change in the chemical composition of the polymer, which manifests as
an enhancement in the thermoelectric properties.
Extending the analysis to films, Figure 20 shows the TGA curves for two film
samples: a NiETT/PVDF film cast from DMSO (Pristine Film, PF) and a NiETT/PVDF
film cast from DMSO that is annealed at 160 °C in air for one hour (Annealed Film, AF).
As in the powder samples, the films show four mass loss events, denoted Events A-D.

Figure 20 – Thermogravimetric analysis with plotted differential (DTG) for
NiETT/PVDF/DMSO composite films (a) Pristine Film or PF samples and (b)
Annealed Film or AF samples.
For both film samples, Event A represents the annealing process, and is crucial for
understanding the origin of enhanced thermoelectric properties. Event B (206 – 266 °C)
and Event C (346 – 438 °C) are the major NiETT decomposition events that occur after
annealing that are similar to the powder samples, confirming that this is the NiETT polymer
backbone decomposition. Event D (440 – 487 °C) occurs at a lower temperature in the
films that is consistent with the decomposition onset of PVDF.
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In the pristine film or PF, the mass loss in Event A totals 7.0% and shows a very
weak signal of water and almost no signal of carbonyl sulfide when compared to the
powder samples. The most prominent mass loss signal during this step is from DMSO,
which is the solvent that the films are cast from. In contrast, in the annealed film or AF,
the mass loss is smaller (4.3%), with no discernable water or carbonyl sulfide signals and
a reduced signal coming from DMSO. Less surface moisture is expected to return to film
samples compared to the powder samples upon exposure to atmosphere as the hydrophobic
PVDF surrounding the NiETT particles in the films prevents reabsorption of water.
Although vacuum drying films at 50 °C for 30 minutes, and annealing for one hour at 160
°C does not fully remove DMSO from the composite films, the changes are sufficient to
enhance thermoelectric performance. This suggests that the process of removing DMSO
from the film helps drive the film reorganization, which manifests as a boost in electrical
conductivity. Thus, by annealing NiETT/PVDF composite films at 160 ⁰C, impurities such
as water and carbonyl sulfide are removed from the polymer backbone, and DMSO
removal densifies the film. These synergistic effects manifest as a simultaneous
enhancement in the conductivity and thermopower of ETT films, while also providing
insight into the chemical composition of this polymer. Thermoelectric data presented in the
remainder of this chapter is for films that are annealed at 160 ⁰C in air for one hour. Indepth analysis of the effects of annealing are reported in a recently submitted manuscript.95
3.2.2

Synthesis Modifications for Optimized Reactions
In addition to post-treatment processes such as annealing, the synthesis of NiETT

can also be tuned (see Figure 14) to create further enhancements in the thermoelectric
properties. One such effort was presented in chapter 2 (changing the extent of oxidation by
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controlling the air exposure time), and the following sections outline a comprehensive
investigation of each sub-step in the reaction scheme.
3.2.2.1 Changing the Counterion
The choice of (i) alkali counterion, (ii) nickel stoichiometric equivalents, and the
(iii) extent of oxidation all impact thermoelectric performance. First, we examine the effect
of changing the counterion; it is well-known that bulky counterions such as
tetraethylammounium can reside between polymer chains and impede charge transport.
Alkali counterions are preferred as their small size allows for close-packing of the polymer
chains, thereby facilitating inter-chain interactions.23,66 The thermoelectric properties of
NiETT can be tuned by changing the counterion, as shown in Figure 21. The thermopower
of all three variants is negative, confirming that n-type electrical transport is dominant.
Interestingly, the electrical conductivity increases and the thermopower decreases with
decreasing counterion size; Li[NiETT] with the smallest counterion has the highest
conductivity at 37 ± 1 S/cm, while K[NiETT] has the highest thermopower at -99 ± 8 µV/K.
The power factor is highest for Na[NiETT] films at a value of 13 ± 2 µW/m-K2 due to the
combination of a moderate conductivity and Seebeck coefficient (23 ± 1 S/cm and -74 ± 3
µV/K). This is in contrast to what has been reported for ETT pellets where K[NiETT]
showed superior thermoelectric properties.23 These differences can be attributed to the fact
that the reactions conditions as well as reactant purity in each step dictate the final material
performance. The alkali ion composition is consistent across all syntheses at 0.6-0.8 at. %
or one counterion per 10-15 nickel centers.
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Figure 21 – Thermoelectric performance of NiETT with different alkali metal
counterions. Na[NiETT] shows the highest thermoelectric properties with a power
factor of 13 µW/m-K2.
The marked difference in thermoelectric performance, despite similar composition
and oxidation extent, supports two hypotheses: (i) the counterion affects the reaction
pathway and produces a different final material beyond simply exchanging the counterion;
and/or, (ii) a property of the counterion, even at one counterion per 10-15 nickel centers,
directly affects NiETT’s intra- and inter-chain interactions. XPS analysis of sulfur in the
three polymers shows different binding environments across the samples; the S2p peak can
be deconvoluted into two main binding environments at 161.5 eV and 163.5 eV (see
Appendix A.3) and the ratio of these peaks differs across all three samples. These
differences in the sulfur atoms may affect charge delocalization along the polymer
backbone and indicate that the identity of the counterion plays a role in changing the
thermoelectric properties. From the S2p scan, the presence of oxidized sulfur compounds
for Li[NiETT] is observed at higher binding energies (~168 eV), that corresponds with an
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increase in the amount of oxygen in its elemental composition. The Ni2p peaks remain
unchanged through varying the counterion, and this may be indicative of a ligand-centered
oxidation for these complexes.96
3.2.2.2 Changing the Equivalents of Ni(II)
In step 2, the stoichiometric equivalents of the nickel(II) salt are varied using
Na0[Ni(1.0)ETT] as the control material to identify the optimum equivalence under these
reaction conditions. It has been claimed that excess nickel can produce Ni[NiETT] where
it co-acts as a counterion with alkali metals;23 an alternative hypothesis is that excess nickel
acts as a detrimental impurity in the final material. Using anhydrous nickel(II) acetate,
which was chosen due to the ease of obtaining the anhydrous salt and its solubility in
methanol, removes any uncertainty around the molar mass of the hydrate and the effect on
the reaction from hydrated nickel(II) species. The resulting thermoelectric properties are
shown in Figure 22, and this indicates that a power factor enhancement up to 23 µW/m-K2
is achieved by lowering the amount of nickel(II) to 0.75 equivalents. To understand the
effect of changing the amount of Ni, the % Ni incorporation is calculated in these polymers
to quantify how much of the Ni(OAc)2 is present in the NiETT backbone (see Appendix
A.4). The higher percent incorporation is found in the sub-stoichiometric nickel
equivalents, with 80% incorporation for Ni(0.75) compared with 40% incorporation for
Ni(2.0). Impurities in the TPD monomer (depending on the source) or degradation during
reaction Step 1 is hypothesized to result in less than 100% nickel incorporation, with the
optimum level of nickel therefore being sub-stoichiometric. Furthermore, XPS analysis of
the Na[NiETT] powders reveal that excess nickel(II), as in the case of Na[Ni(2.0)ETT],
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forms secondary products, as observed in the Ni and S elemental scans. These impurities
are present in lower amounts in the stoichiometric and sub-stoichiometric equivalents.
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Figure 22 – Thermoelectric performance of NiETT with stoichiometric variants of
nickel(II) acetate. A sub-stoichiometric amount of Ni, i.e., 0.75 equivalents, yields a
power factor of 23 µW/m-K2 for Na[NiETT].
Given that the overall XPS signal may originate from multiple Ni species in a small
binding energy range, the identification of specific compounds is not straightforward.
Nonetheless, it is clear that Ni2+ is the formal oxidation state across all samples with the
peak at 853.4 eV corresponding to the primary Ni-S binding environment. At 855.5 eV, Ni
is coordinated with oxygen; the full-width at half-maximum is broad and is attributed to a
composite peak of Ni(OH)2 and NiSO4 or other oxidized sulfur species coordinated to
nickel (secondary products).93,97 This also explains the presence of hydrogen and oxygen
in the elemental analysis despite using anhydrous starting materials and working under
inert conditions. This is contrary to what has been speculated previously about the peak at
855 eV corresponding to excess nickel acting as a counterion.23 Doubling the equivalents
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of nickel does not lead to the formation of Ni[NiETT] as there is the same atom percent of
sodium counterion present in both Na[Ni(1.0)ETT] and Na[Ni(2.0)ETT]. This may be in
part due to the controlled iodine oxidation during reaction Step 3, thereby eliminating any
nickel acting as a counterion. A low intensity satellite peak ~6 eV to the right of the main
peak (~ 860 eV) confirms that the nickel center exists in a square-planar coordination
environment98 (see Appendix A.4). The ratio of the two Ni peaks changes across the
samples – as the equivalents of nickel increases, the peak at 855 eV is intensified, indicating
the formation of more secondary products that is consistent with the nickel incorporation
amounts discussed earlier.
The S2p spectra reveals sulfur in two chemical environments instead of the single
Ni-S-C binding environments that is expected for an infinitely long chain of NiETT.
Deconvolution results in peaks at 162 eV and 163.5 eV with the former corresponding to
the expected polymer backbone and the latter reflects the influence of ligand acting as end
groups.99 This however suggests a low value for the degree of polymerization for end
groups to have this pronounced effect. An alternate explanation for the presence of
different sulfur binding environments is the existence of ligand in two different oxidation
states, as has been reported for Ni(dmit)2.100 By changing the nickel(II) equivalents added
in the synthesis, the ratio of ligand in these two oxidation states is varied as shown in Figure
23 and in Table 4, which in turn affects the thermoelectric properties. A similar observation
has been made for p-type CuETTs and confirms a ligand-based oxidation mechanism in
these metal-organic complexes.70 At higher binding energies ~168 eV, there is an
additional peak in the S2p spectra which corresponds to oxidized sulfur species such as
SOx. This suggests that upon exposure to air before chemical oxidation, some of the Ni-S
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is oxidized to an oxy-sulfur species in the material as evidenced by the presence of NiSO4
in the Ni2p spectra for all samples.

Figure 23 – XPS analysis of Na[Ni(Y)ETT] based on different nickel equivalents (Y)
showing the presence of three different binding environments for sulfur across all
samples.
Table 4 – S2p main peak deconvolution into two sub-peaks for different nickel
equivalents
S1 (162 eV)
[Atomic %]

S2 (163.5 eV)
[Atomic %]

S2/S1

Na[Ni(0.5)ETT]

51.8

37.4

0.72

Na[Ni(1.0)ETT]

54.3

33.5

0.62

Na[Ni(2.0)ETT]

57.9

29.7

0.51

Sample

3.2.2.3 Changing the Extent of Oxidation
As a final step, the effect of oxidation with iodine was investigated to understand
the extent to which thermoelectric properties could be tuned by controlling the oxidation
state and thus doping level of the polymer. For this, every attempt was made to prevent the
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ligand, prepared in situ, from being oxidized until the iodine addition step by handling
under an inert atmosphere (argon) using standard Schlenk techniques. Most previous
literature reports23,66 claim the polymer does not precipitate until air is introduced as an
oxidant. However, one previous report67 shows that the polymer precipitates upon addition
of the metal salt without any external oxidant. It has also been claimed that even by working
under careful anaerobic conditions, there is some unintended oxidation that causes the
polymer to precipitate.64 The observations made herein are contradictory to these previous
reports, as the reaction intermediately forms a sol-gel (see Figure 15) during Step 2 of the
reaction. Furthermore, the rigorous air-free reaction conditions used, the observable
consumption of iodine during reaction Step 3, and limited oxidized S2p species indicate
that unintended oxidation is not the cause of the precipitate or sol-gel formation prior to
oxidation. Rather, higher molecular weight species (either branched or linear) are possibly
forming in reaction Step 2 and increasing the reaction viscosity.
Even without the addition of any iodine, the “unoxidized” polymer is unobtainable
as it oxidizes on exposure to air during work-up (filtering and drying) and film fabrication.
These workup conditions make Na2[NiETT] an analog to an air-oxidized species moreso
than a truly unoxidized sample. Under these conditions, the electrical conductivity for
Na2[NiETT] is 37 ± 3 S/cm while the thermopower shows the lowest value for this family
at –36 ± 2 µV/K. The elemental composition shows approximately two sodium atoms per
five nickel atoms, indicating a more negative charge on the backbone compared to one
sodium atom per ten nickel atoms in the fully oxidized Na0[NiETT]. Upon addition of
iodine in Step 3 of the reaction, electrons are extracted from the polymer backbone, which
leads to a reduction in electrical conductivity and a simultaneous improvement in the
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thermopower as shown in Figure 24. This S-σ tradeoff is analogous to extrinsically doping
a polymer and shows that NiETTs can have their oxidation level tuned during synthesis to
give desired values for S and σ.
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Figure 24 – Thermoelectric performance of NiETTs as a function of chemical
oxidation equivalents using iodine.
Given the poor XPS signal-to-noise ratio for Na2[NiETT], it is challenging to
extract any noticeable changes in the Ni binding environment. However, a striking
difference appears in the S2p spectra between this sample and one that is fully oxidized
with iodine (Appendix A.3). For this “unoxidized” sample, the SOx peak is more prominent
than the main Ni-S peak, which may indicate the formation of more side products. This is
also consistent with the results in chapter 2 on air-oxidized ETTs at short exposure times
that yield similar thermoelectric properties.76 The use of air as an oxidant results in
thermoelectric properties of NiETT that vary significantly and this may explain challenges
with material reproducibility in the literature. The use of iodine provides greater control of
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the oxidation step; other oxidizing agents in future studies may enable greater tunability of
S and σ and a deeper insight into the charge transport in these materials. This iterative
refinement avoids batch-to-batch variations and results in a high n-type power factor (> 20
µW/m-K2) for NiETT/PVDF composites that can be printed into devices that are stable in
ambient conditions.101
3.2.3

Charge Transport in NiETT/PVDF Films
Temperature dependent S and σ measurements were performed to elucidate the

charge transport mechanism in Na(NiETT), as shown in Figure 25. Fitting the temperature
dependent data to Mott’s variable range hopping model yields a linear fit for a 3D system,
as was seen for K(NiETT)/PVDF films (see Figure 13). However, this fit is not unique to
VRH; percolation mechanisms also show a similar power law conductivity dependence,
which may be a more accurate description of charge transport in NiETTs due to sample
inhomogeneity.

Figure 25 – Temperature dependent thermoelectric properties of Na(NiETT) films
are indicative of thermally-activated hopping transport.
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3.2.4

Enabling N-Type Organic-Inorganic Composites
The development of an n-type polymer that is stable in ambient conditions and has

a high electrical conductivity (> 20 S/cm) opens avenues to investigate organic-inorganic
composites. These materials are interesting as they leverage the low thermal conductivity
of the organic constituent and the high Seebeck coefficient of the inorganic material. This
results in a high-performance composite material that maintains its solution processability
and can be printed into low cost devices for energy harvesting. While this has been
accomplished with p-type polymers,15,39 n-type composites have remained largely
unexplored due to the lack of n-type polymers that are moderately electrically conducting
(> 10 S/cm).
Given the performance enhancement achieved with NiETT/PVDF films, a
preliminary effort was undertaken to evaluate adding ball-milled bismuth telluride to these
composite films. First, a commercially available n-type Bi2Te3 ingot was ball-milled for
four hours into micron-sized particles and rinsed with 5 wt.% hydrochloric acid to remove
the native oxide layer on the surface of the particles as ball-milling was not performed in
an inert environment. Bi2Te3 was then dispersed in PVDF/DMSO and cast into a film
showing a conductivity 0.2 S/cm and a thermopower of -230 µV/K. The low electrical
conductivity of the Bi2Te3 film can be attributed to incomplete removal of the oxide layer;
however, this is not a concern given that the goal of forming composites was to leverage
the thermopower of the inorganic constituent. To enhance the electrical conductivity,
increasing amounts of NiETT powder were added to the dispersion and the resulting films
were annealed at 160 °C in air for an hour. Figure 26 shows the thermoelectric properties
of NiETT/Bi2Te3 composite films in PVDF/DMSO.
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Figure 26 – (a) Electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient, and (c) power factor
contours (see color bar) on an S-σ plot for Bi2Te3/NiETT/PVDF composite films.
It is evident that as more Bi2Te3 is present in the film, the Seebeck coefficient
increases, albeit at the cost of a lower electrical conductivity in these organic-inorganic
composites. Surprisingly, the composite film maintains a high electrical conductivity of 10
S/cm and a Seebeck coefficient of -130 µV/K when equal amounts of NiETT and Bi2Te3
are present. This is primarily attributed to the conducting nature of the NiETT polymer
which forms a percolation network, and this shows that the organic component is critical
in achieving high electrical conductivity in printable n-type composites. The power factors
for all cases remain the same, indicating that these films form simple composites that
follow Effective Medium Theory.102
3.3

Conclusions
Difficulties in the synthesis, purification, and characterization of NiETT due to its

insolubility have resulted in challenges with repeatable thermoelectric properties. In this
chapter, I have shown that by undertaking a systematic investigation of the reaction sub-
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steps, the properties can be enhanced and measured reproducibly. First, I showed that the
annealing can be used as a post-treatment process to simultaneously enhance the electrical
conductivity and thermopower of NiETT/PVDF composite films. Spectroscopic
characterization reveals that the underlying mechanism involves removal of residual
solvent and impurities (specifically water and carbonyl sulfide) from NiETT/PVDF films.
Additionally, microscopic characterization reveals morphological changes caused by a
densification of the film that improves chain packing. These effects resulted in a 25x
improvement in power factor of NiETT/PVDF films compared to literature, while also
providing insight on the composition of the ETT.
Next, synthetic modifications were made to further improve the thermoelectric
performance. It was demonstrated that the choice of counterion, even within the alkali
metals, affects the polymer conductivity and thermopower. By varying the equivalents of
nickel, impurities and unintended oxidation processes associated with excess nickel were
identified, with sub-stoichiometric nickel equivalents (0.75 equivalents) providing the
highest performance materials. XPS provides strong evidence, for the first time, that the
oxidation process in NiETTs is ligand-centered. By performing the synthesis with a
controlled, measurable chemical oxidant (i.e., iodine) uncertainties and impurities caused
by air oxidation were eliminated, which addresses a concern raised in chapter 2. Overall,
this has enabled a systematic understanding of the synthesis steps and its effects on σ and
S, resulting in a thermoelectric power factor of 23 µW/m-K2 for n-type, air-stable
NiETT/PVDF films. Furthermore, a preliminary investigation of n-type organic-inorganic
composite films was presented for the first time yielding a printable NiETT/Bi2Te3 ink with
a conductivity of 10 S/cm and a thermopower of -130 µV/K.
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CHAPTER 4.

THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE DESIGN: RADIAL
TEG FOR POLYMERS

The progress in high performance polymer-based materials motivates the
development of thermoelectric devices for energy harvesting applications. While power
factor (and consequently zT) is important to quantify material performance, for waste-heat
recovery applications, power density is crucial rather than efficiency since heat is abundant
and often free. Furthermore, high power density at a low cost is the defining metric since
polymers are widely available and can be processed from solution for large-scale
applications. Despite these advantages, organic TEGs have not had significant impact
owing to relatively low power densities (nW/cm2 - µW/cm2) for device architectures
reported in literature.14,16,23,63,103 Furthermore, the use of heat exchangers to actively cool
the device on the cold-side increases the cost significantly and offsets the benefits of the
low material and manufacturing cost offered by polymers.23,73,104 This necessitates the
design of new device architectures that are tailored for polymers.
In this chapter, a novel radial thermoelectric generator is presented that leverages
the inherent advantages offered by polymers. In this geometry, disks are stacked co-axially
such that heat transfer is radial through the active material. A theoretical framework is
presented that yields the first closed-form analytical expressions for (i) the leg length that
maximizes power density, and (ii) a geometry matching condition that reflects the inherent
relationship between device geometry and material properties.105 These simple analytical
expressions are accurate in the limit of small zT, where the Peltier effect is small and the
device can be modeled from a thermal perspective alone (this approximation is reasonable
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for polymers demonstrated in literature with zT < 0.5). Another major advantage of the
radial geometry for polymers is that these devices can be operated under natural convection
alone due to heat spreading. This is primarily because of the low thermal conductivity of
polymers that results in a characteristic thermal length (LT) of a few centimeters. The
numerical model predicts a power density of ~1 mW/cm2 using state-of-the-art polymer
materials; this is three orders-of-magnitude higher than current polymer prototypes based
on the conventional flat-plate geometry. Furthermore, electrical interconnect and contact
resistances are minimized because of the large cross-sectional area on the face of the disk,
which addresses a major drawback with existing polymer prototypes. As a proof-ofconcept, a radial prototype is also presented, with NiETT as the n-type material and hybrid
Te nanowires in PEDOT:PSS as the p-type material.106 This polymer-based radial device
has applications in heat recovery from hot water pipes at potentially lower $/W costs.
4.1

Limitations of Existing Polymer Prototypes
Most TEGs have been designed with the traditional flat-plate geometry; with leg

length L and fill factor F being dominant design parameters. Fill factor is the ratio of the
area covered by the active thermoelectric material to the hot-side heat exchanger area, A
(this is often the area of the ceramic plate), as illustrated in Figure 27. For high power
densities, legs should be close-packed and the cross-sectional area of each leg should be
decreased, which is ultimately limited by manufacturing processes. The leg length must
then be reduced to keep Joule heating to manageable levels, forcing L to approach the thinfilm limit (<50 μm). In this situation, it is difficult to maintain a large temperature
difference across the device, which then reduces the power density. Active cooling (e.g.,
using a fan) can increase the power output but also contributes to increased device cost and
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a parasitic reduction in power density of the system, resulting in a trade-off between the
thermal-electrical performance and cost. Furthermore, at this thin-film limit, the electrical
interconnect and contact resistances become a significant portion of the total resistance,
which has been another factor for the low power density in previous polymer TEG
prototypes.14,23,63,103

Figure 27 – Schematic of a conventional flat-plate TE device showing the fill factor,
F. The n- and p-type materials (shown in red and blue respectively) are connected
electrically in series with a metal (shown in orange) and thermally in parallel between
electrically insulating ceramic plates (shown in off-white). TH and TC correspond to
the fixed hot-side and cold-side temperatures; T1 and T2 represent the junction
temperatures. L is the thermoelectric leg length.
Several organic TE prototypes have been demonstrated; Bubnova et al.
demonstrated a 54-couple (comprising one p- and n-type leg) device consisting of p-type
PEDOT-Tos and a blend of tetrathiafulvalene-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ)
with polyvinylchloride as the n-type material.18 Photolithography was used to create
cavities for the active material, resulting in a power density of 24 nW/cm2 at ΔT = 10 K.
Another prototype consisted of 35-couples of poly[Cu(CuETT)] and poly[Na(NiETT)]
pressed into pellets as the p-type and n-type materials respectively. With active cooling,
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this device generated a power density of 1.2 μW/cm2 at ΔT = 30 K; however, this does not
account for the power input used for active cooling, which is likely more than the output
of the device.23 More recently, Toshima et al. demonstrated a 5-couple device composed
of a hybrid of poly[K(NiETT)] with carbon nanotubes and polyvinyl chloride on
polyimide. With active cooling, a maximum power of 3.88 μW was obtained at ΔT = 100
K;73 the power density is estimated to be ~400 μW/cm2 without considering the penalty for
active cooling. For these devices reported in literature, drawbacks include the use of:
microfabrication techniques which are expensive and time-consuming, active cooling,
which may consume more power than is generated, and infusible materials that are not
amenable to solution processing. Thus, the major challenge has been the development of
high power density polymer-based devices that can fabricated at a low cost and on a largescale. This has been the other focus area of my research, and the subsequent sections
present the new devices that I have designed.
4.2

Towards a Radial Architecture
To determine a new architecture appropriate for polymers, the design variables, F

and L are considered. It has been shown that the optimum fill factor from a $/W
minimization standpoint is F > 1 for polymer devices that are cooled by natural convection,
indicating that heat spreading is important.107 One embodiment of this is a flat-plate device
with tapered legs where the cross-sectional increases from the hot-side to the cold-side,
and another manifestation is a cylinder where the hot-side is a line source (of finite radius)
along the central axis and the cold-side is the outer surface of the cylinder at a larger radius.
Figure 28 facilitates the comparison of flat-plate and radial fill factors.
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Figure 28 – Representation of different fill factors, F = ATE/AHX,H for flat-plate and
radial devices. The n- and p-type material are shown in red and blue. (a) Heat is
concentrated when the area of the thermoelectric material is less than the hot-side
resulting in F < 1, (b) The fill factor is unity when the areas of the thermoelectric
material and hot-side are matched, and (c) Heat spreading occurs when the area of
the thermoelectric material is more than the hot-side area with F > 1.
Radial thermoelectric devices have been explored previously, such as a ringstructured module with p- and n-type Bi2Te3 alloys.108 The tube-shaped device produced a
power output of 33 mW at ΔT = 70 K maintained across the inner and outer surfaces,108
with an estimated power density of ~10 mW/cm2. Another demonstration was a TEG based
on radially patterned gold and nickel legs, where a power output of 0.8 μW was obtained
using a 470 K hot gas stream,109 with an estimated power density of ~5 μW/cm2. These
devices highlight the advantages of a different geometry but may not be practical for largescale applications owing to material and manufacturing costs associated with inorganic
materials and their processing limitations. In contrast, the solution processability of
polymers enables their application in the radial architecture. The radial design consists of
p- and n-type polymers on a thermally insulating substrate, co-axially stacked around a hot
pipe to realize a cylindrical geometry. Separators are added to electrically isolate adjacent
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disks and vias provide current pathways (radially through the p- and n-type and axially
through the substrates and separators) for electrical series connections, as illustrated in
Figure 29. In this configuration, the inner pipe serves as the hot-side heat exchanger while
the outer surface of the stacked disks is the cold-side heat exchanger resulting in F = rout /
rin > 1. As a result, heat is spread radially outward allowing for natural convection to cool
the device because the heat flux on the outer surface is lower than that on the inner surface.
This thereby eliminates the need for active cooling and can result in higher power densities
and lower manufacturing costs.

Figure 29 – Schematic of radial TEG device. The n- and p-type polymers are printed
onto circular disks such that they are connected electrically in series and thermally in
parallel. TH and TC correspond to fixed hot-side and cold-side temperatures. T1 and
T2 represent junction temperatures, and L is the leg length (difference between the
outer and inner radii). The fill factor is approximated in the limit where the substrate
is absent or has a negligible thickness compared to the thermoelectric material.
4.3

Radial TEG Analytical Heat Transfer Model
In the subsequent sections, I have derived closed-form analytical expressions for

different leg lengths (L = rout – rin) that maximize heat flux and power density for a highperformance device by considering heat exchanger contributions. The performance66

optimization in this chapter provides the first analytical design framework for a radial TEG
operating under natural convection.
4.3.1

Analytical Model – Device Physics
To obtain the optimized performance for a radial TEG, the device physics of a flat-

plate generator was investigated using existing heat transfer models. Figure 30 shows the
equivalent thermal circuit of a conventional flat-plate TEG, where TH represents the
temperature of the hot-side heat exchanger, T1 and T2 are the thermoelectric junction
temperatures, and TC is the temperature of the cold-side heat exchanger.107,110-112 The
thermal conductance through the active material, KTE, and that of the hot- and cold-side
heat exchangers, KH and KC, respectively, strongly influence the device performance.
Performing an energy balance at each junction, heat flowing through the hot-side is:3

QH  KT T1 - T2    S p - Sn  IT1 - I 2 RT / 2  K H T H - T1 

(5)

where KT is the sum of KTE and a parallel thermal leakage conductance K|| (consists
primarily of conduction losses through the substrate and separator, but can also include
convection and/or radiation contributions between the hot-side and cold-side heat
exchanges if they exist), Sp and Sn are the Seebeck coefficients of the p- and n-type material,
I is the electric current, and RT is the internal electrical resistance of the module (including
the contact and interconnect resistances). Similarly, heat flowing out of the cold-side is:

QC  KT T1 - T2    S p - Sn  IT2 - I 2 RT / 2  KC T2 - TC 
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(6)

where the first, second, and third terms in the summation represent Fourier heat conduction,
the Peltier effect, and Joule heating, respectively. This thermal circuit is also applicable for
a radial TEG with a modification of the thermal conductance and electrical resistance terms
for the active thermoelectric material.

Figure 30 – Thermal circuit representation of a thermoelectric device. The analysis is
conducted for constant hot- and cold-side temperatures, TH and TC with
corresponding heat exchanger conductance KH and KC. There are two thermal
conductance terms between the junction temperatures T1 and T2 representing heat
transfer through the legs (KTE) and a parallel leakage (K||). The internal heat
generation term, I2R/2, is the Joule heating component; the Peltier term is Isp-nT.
To proceed with the analytical model, the following simplifying assumptions are
made that are also common to other TEG analyses107,110,113: (i) electrical and thermal
contact resistances, and interconnect resistances from the substrate and separator are
negligible, (ii) K|| is small as substrate and separator contributions are negligible and
operating temperatures are very close to ambient, which reduces the effects of radiative
transfer, and (iii) the temperature dependence of S, σ and k is neglected and all properties
are evaluated at a mean temperature (i.e., Tm = (TH + TC)/2). These approximations are valid
in most applications and are useful algebraic simplifications that give RT  RTE and KT 
KTE in the preceding two equations. Under these approximations, the power generated by a
radial TEG is given by:3
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2
2
 m  ( S p  Sn  (T1  T2 )
P
2 
RTE
 (1  m) 

(7)

where m is the ratio of load resistance, RL, to the internal resistance of the TE device, RT 
RTE. Here m = 1  zTavg  1 because zT values of polymers demonstrated in literature are
<< 1.111 The power density is obtained by normalizing with respect to the hot-side heat
exchanger area, AHX, H. The efficiency of the radial TEG is given by:3



 T1  T2 
ZT1
P



QH ZTm  ZT1  4  T1 

(8)

The preceding two equations for a radial device are identical to that of a flat-plate
TEG, and ZT is introduced as the module figure-of-merit given by:114

ZT 

S p2 nT
KTE RTE

(9)

where Sp-n = Sp - Sn is the difference in thermopower of the two thermoelectric legs.
4.3.2

Maximizing ZT – Geometry Matching Condition
To maximize the module figure-of-merit ZT, the denominator is minimized with

respect to the device geometry. This minimum value of the RTEKTE product yields the
geometry matching condition for a TEG and maximizes the device efficiency. For a radial
architecture, the geometry matching condition is given by:
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tn ln  rout , p / rin , p 
t p ln  rout ,n / rin ,n 



k p p

(10)

kn n

where rout,p and rout,n are the outer radii of the p- and n-type TE material, rin,p and rin,n are
the fixed inner radii of the TE material. σp and σn are the electrical conductivities, kp and kn
are the thermal conductivities, and tp and tn represent the thickness of the p- and n-type TE
materials on each disk. The geometry matching condition provides an optimization
between n- and p-type material properties and device parameters for a radial architecture;
this is summarized in Table 5 for the flat-plat geometry as well.
Table 5 – Summary of thermal and electric equations for a flat-plate and radial
thermoelectric device as well as the derived geometry matching condition.

Flat-Plate

Electrical Resistance, RTE

Thermal Conductance, KTE

Geometry Matching Condition

Lp
 p Ap
k p Ap
Lp
An l p
Ap ln



Ln
n An



kn An
Ln



k p p
kn n

Radial

ln  rout , p / rin , p 
  pt p
 k p t p

ln  rout , p / rin , p 




ln  rout ,n / rin ,n 
 n tn
 kn tn
ln  rout ,n / rin ,n 

tn ln  rout , p / rin , p 
t p ln  rout ,n / rin ,n 



k p p
kn n

The module ZT simplifies to the material zT under the assumption that the n- and
p-type legs have the same magnitude of thermopower, electrical conductivity, and thermal
conductivity (see Appendix B.1). A reasonable constraint is to allow the outer and inner
radii of the p- and n-type legs to be the same (rout,p = rout,n = rout and rin,p = rin,n = rin) which
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leaves thickness as the tunable geometric parameter in the geometry matching condition
equation.
4.3.3

Maximizing Heat Flux – Critical Radius
To understand different length scales for a radial device, a characteristic thermal

length is defined:

LT 

k
h

(11)

where k is the effective thermal conductivity of the TE device and h is the convective heat
transfer coefficient of the cold-side heat exchanger. This definition is motivated by
performing the routinely solved critical insulation thickness115 analysis that maximizes heat
transfer in a radial system (see Appendix B.2). In this case, upon addition of insulation
(i.e., increasing rout for the radial TEG), the conduction resistance increases while the
convection resistance decreases due to a larger available surface area; this results in a
critical radius that maximizes the heat flux from the inner surface.
In most radial systems, the effects of a critical radius are neglected as LT << rin
owing to the low thermal conductivity of common insulation materials. For inorganic TEs
with k ~ 1 W/m-K, LT is large and impractical to design around. Polymers, however, have
a thermal conductivity that is typically an order-of-magnitude smaller than inorganic TE
materials and significantly higher than insulation. This thermal conductivity allows
polymer TEGs to rely on natural convection alone, which potentially reduces device cost
(by lack of infrastructure), if designed properly. By selecting the material (i.e., polymers k
≈ 0.2 W/m-K) and the type of cooling (i.e., natural convection h ≈ 5 W/m2-K), LT is on the
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order of several centimeters making the manufacturing impractical for polymer-based flatplate devices. However, this leg length is realizable in a radial geometry as polymers can
be solution-processed, i.e., by screen-printing into thin-films extending for several
centimeters in the in-plane direction. Designing a radial TEG with a leg length Lcr = rout –
rin = LT – rin maximizes heat flux through the device. As an example, for nominal values
of k = 0.2 W/m-K, h = 5 W/m2-K, and setting rin = 6.4 mm (0.5 inch diameter heat pipe),
the characteristic thermal length is LT = 4 cm and Lcr = 3.4 cm.
4.3.4

Thermal Impedance Matching – Heat Exchanger Design
For a holistic optimization of the TEG performance, it is important to consider the

heat exchangers and how the temperature difference is distributed through the device. If
the leg length is too short, maintaining a temperature difference is difficult and thus the
power output will be small. If the leg length is too long, then the electrical resistance will
be large and thus the power output will again be small. Hence, there exists an intermediate
length that optimizes this trade-off, and this is referred to as the thermal impedance
matching condition.107,113,116 For flat-plate TEGs, the thermal impedance matching
condition has been derived as L = 2FLT, where L is the leg length that maximizes
power.107,110,113 At this condition, half of the temperature drop is across the active
thermoelectric legs and the other half can be distributed between the hot- and cold-side
heat exchangers (typically, with the majority across the cold-side).117,118
I performed a similar analysis for the radial device (see Appendix B.3). As a
limiting example, a cold-side heat exchanger that operates with natural convection alone
and a hot-side heat exchanger consisting of a copper pipe (low thermal resistance) was
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considered. In this scenario, the thermal resistor network in Figure 30 can be simplified
such that: (i) RH = 1/KH << 1 so the overall heat exchanger thermal resistance is dominated
by the cold-side, (ii) K|| is negligible (corresponding to negligible parallel heat flow through
the substrate), and (iii) the n- and p-type materials have identical geometries and
thermophysical properties (except Seebeck coefficients which are opposite in sign) such
that tp = tn = t, kp = kn = k, σp = σn = σ, and Sp = -Sn. When the conductance of the active
thermoelectric elements is matched to that of the cold-side heat exchanger,
r   1
ln  out   
 rin   rout


 LT


(12)

where rout/rin can be recast as the fill factor, F. The characteristic thermal length, LT defined
previously appears in this expression with a pre-factor less than 1 indicating that thermal
impedance matching occurs at a leg length less than LT. At this condition, the temperature
drop across the TE material and the cold-side is equal. Solving for rout gives the leg length
that corresponds to a thermally impedance matched radial device, Lmatch = rout - rin. As an
example, setting rin = 6.4 mm (0.5 inch diameter heat pipe) and LT = 4 cm, results in rout =
2.7 cm and Lmatch = 2.1 cm (subscript denotes matched conductance of the TE and coldside heat exchanger).
4.3.5

Maximizing Power Density – Optimum Leg Length
In the flat-plat geometry, the thermal impedance matching condition maximizes the

power output.107 For the radial geometry, this is not true and the key difference lies in the
unmatched nature of the hot- and cold-side heat exchangers. To derive an analytical
expression for the optimum leg length that maximizes power (and power density
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normalized to the hot-side area), heat flows QH, QTE and QC were assumed to be
approximately equal as the Peltier effect is negligible for small zT. Without this
simplification, a numerical optimization would be required to yield a similar result but at
the expense of analytical elegance.

K H (TH  T1 )  KTE (T1  T2 )  KC (T2  TC )

(13)

Since KH >> KTE, the temperature drop across the hot-side heat exchanger is
negligible (i.e., TH ≈ T1) which simplifies the temperature drop across the module to:

T1  T2 

KC
TH  TC 
KC  KTE

(14)

This equation is beneficial to obtain closed-form analytical solutions for optimizing
the performance of the radial TEG; the preceding two equations are exact under a small zT
approximation, which is reasonable for polymer TEs at their current stage of development.
For larger zTs, the Peltier and Joule heating terms can be accounted for by solving the nonlinear system of equations that describe heat flow through the device. Substituting this
simplified temperature drop into the power output yields:


ln(rout / rin )
m  
2 

P   t S p n 2 TH  TC  

2
2
 (1  m)    ln(rout / rin )   LT / rout   





(15)

Finally, the outer radius (and hence, leg length) that maximizes power is (see
Appendix B.4):
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r  

1
ln  out   
 LT
 rin   rout  2LT 

(16)

Solving for rout, the maximum power condition for a radial TEG that corresponds to
unmatched conductances is obtained. For the nominal values used earlier, rout = 9.5 cm and
Lopt = rout – rin = 8.8 cm is the leg length that maximizes power. This value is larger than
the leg length corresponding to the thermal impedance matching condition; this is evident
by comparing the pre-factor in Equation 12 which is less than that in Equation 16. This
indicates that the radial architecture attains a maximum power density when the
conductance of the TE module is different from that of the cold-side heat exchanger. This
is in contrast to a flat-plate device that requires active cooling in order to match the TE
conductance for maximum power. Thus, the radial device benefits from unmatched
conductances that enable operation under natural convection alone.

The analytical

expressions presented herein describe the overall performance-optimization of a radial
polymer TEG for the first time.
4.4

Radial TEG Numerical Thermoelectric Model
To test the validity of the analytical model, I performed a more rigorous numerical

analysis without the simplifying assumptions in the previous section. Dedoped DMSOmixed PEDOT:PSS (Sp = 72 μV/K, σp = 890 S/cm, and kp = 0.33) was chosen as the p-type
material as it is the polymer with the highest reported zT;19 a fictitious n-type material was
used with identical properties except for the sign of the Seebeck coefficient as a preliminary
illustration.
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4.4.1

Model Input Parameters
A thermal contact conductance of 0.1 W/K-cm2 (typical value for copper

interfaces)115 and an electrical contact resistance of 10-9 m2 were assumed.107 The
substrate and separator were modeled as 25 μm-thick polyimide films since the thermal
conductivity is comparable to that of thermoelectric polymers. The hot-side heat exchanger
was a 0.5 inch diameter copper pipe with a conductance of 10 W/K.119 For the cold-side
heat exchanger, the convective heat transfer coefficient was calculated for different leg
lengths using the long horizontal cylinder correlation for natural convection (see Appendix
B.5).115 For fixed hot- and cold-side temperatures TH = 400 K and TC = 300 K, the heat
flow equations form a system of coupled non-linear equations (including the Peltier effect
and Joule heating) that can be solved numerically to obtain exact values for the junction
temperatures T1 and T2. Table 6 summarizes the parameters used in the numerical model
Table 6 – Parameters used to model the polymer-based radial TEG. Dedoped
PEDOT:PSS with DMSO is the p-type material and the n-type is identical except for
the sign of the Seebeck coefficient.

Parameter

Value

TH - TC [K]

100
2

10

Thermal Contact resistance [cm -K/W]

-9

2

Electrical Contact resistance [ m ]

10

Substrate thickness [μm]

25

Device inner radius [mm]

6.4

TE material thickness [μm]

40
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The device outer radius (and hence, leg length) and active material thickness were
the two free design variables to optimize device geometry and performance. The resulting
heat flux, power density normalized to the hot-side area) and efficiency are obtained using
the equations presented in the previous section.

4.4.2

Model Outputs – Power Density and Optimum Leg Length
A contour plot of the power density in mW/cm2 as a function of dimensionless leg

length,

and dimensionless thickness,

is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31 – Power density contours (mW/cm2) as a function of leg length L = rout – rin
and active material thickness. The color bar represents the power density values
(normalized to the hot-side area). Dashed lines correspond to a power density of 2
mW/cm2 when the leg length is designed at the characteristic thermal length and the
material thickness is identical to that of the substrate.
For a fixed leg length, the power density increases with active material thickness;
the lower limit is determined by the thickness of the substrate and separator which
contribute to heat loss. The upper limit is dictated by manufacturing and/or film processing
techniques (screen printing, inkjet printing, etc.). Since the TE material and substrate have
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similar thermal conductivities, the heat flow is predominantly through the active material
when

≥ 1, and a power density of ~ 2 mW/cm2 is attained when

= 1. Instead, if the

material thickness is fixed, power density increases with leg length, reaches a maximum at
Lopt = rout - rin, and then decreases. This is expected as the thermal and electrical resistances
dominate at large leg lengths, thereby reducing the heat through the device and
consequently, the power output. Obtaining a power density of 2 mW/cm2 would represent
an improvement of three orders-of-magnitude over the best performing organic prototypes,
bringing polymer TEG power densities within a factor of two of the best demonstrated
flexible inorganic TEG (made from Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 pastes).120
The heat flux and power density for a radial TEG as a function of leg length for
fixed thickness, t = tp = tn = 40 μm is shown in Figure 32. Both curves increase with leg
length and reach a maximum, after which they decrease with increasing leg length. The leg
length that maximizes heat flux (Lcr) is different from the leg length that maximizes the
power density (Lopt) and that of the thermal impedance condition (Lmatch). The heat flux has
a maximum value of 146 mW/cm2 at a leg length of 3 cm for a realistic device. This leg
length is within 11% of the critical radius derived based on Equation 11 that maximizes
the heat flux in a radial system. The power density curve follows a similar trend and reaches
a maximum of 2.45 mW/cm2 when the leg length is approximately 12 cm. However, this
maximum is rather flat for a range of leg lengths between 8 and 20 cm. The lower limit
agrees reasonably well (within 12%) with the optimum leg length, Lopt obtained from the
analytical model predictions in Equation 16 for unmatched heat exchangers. Thus, these
simulated leg lengths are well-approximated by the analytical heat transfer framework that
was presented earlier in this chapter. Small differences are attributed to including substrate
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and separator contributions to the thermal network and contact resistance contributions to
the electrical network in the exact numerical analysis compared to the approximate
analytical solution.

Figure 32 – Performance of a radial TE generator showing heat flux (in red) and
power density (in blue) normalized to the hot-side as a function of leg length, L = rout
– rin. The leg length that maximizes heat flux is not the same length that maximizes
power density. The gray lines correspond to the analytical solutions for leg length for
maximum heat flux (Lcr), thermal impedance matching (Lmatch) and power (Lopt).
To illustrate the advantages of the radial TE generator, I modeled a flat-plate device
under the same conditions; this is shown in Figure 33. The heat flux decreases with
increasing leg length owing to a larger conduction resistance, while the power density
increases with leg length and reaches a maximum, after which it decreases with increasing
leg length. In contrast to the radial device, the leg length that corresponds to a thermal
impedance matched device (Lmatch) is identical to the optimum leg length that maximizes
the power density (Lopt) for a flat-plate TEG. The heat flux has a maximum value of 50
mW/cm2 at very small leg lengths (< 1 mm) while the power density reaches a maximum
of 0.4 mW/cm2 when the leg length is approximately 8 cm. This length is impractical for a
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flat-plate device owing to manufacturing constraints. Furthermore, the power density is
reduced by a factor of six compared to the radial device for the same material properties.

Figure 33 – Performance of a flat-plate TE generator showing heat flux (in red) and
power density (in blue) as a function of leg length, L. The gray line is the analytical
solution for leg length, Lopt for thermal impedance matching and maximum power.
4.4.3

Model Outputs – Electrical Contact Resistance and Efficiency
A major obstacle towards high performance polymer prototypes has been large

contact resistance between the thermoelectric material and the electrodes,14,23,63 resulting
in low power densities in traditional flat-plate devices. A radial architecture overcomes this
due to its orthogonal geometry which results in radial transport in the TE material and axial
transport in the metal contacts, thereby enabling higher power density devices. Figure 34
shows the efficiency and significance of contact resistance (as a percentage of the internal
electrical resistance of the TE module) for the radial device and flat-plate device. At the
optimum leg length that maximizes power density, the efficiency approaches 2% for both
device architectures. For the radial device, the contact resistance is negligible due to a
larger cross-sectional area on the face of the disks. In contrast, polymer flat-plate devices
reported in literature are designed with leg lengths on the order of <50 μm where the contact
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resistance is no longer negligible (~ 10%), resulting in low power densities. This again
highlights the advantages of the radial architecture, thereby enabling high power density
polymer thin-film devices for the first time.

Figure 34 – Performance comparison of a radial TE generator and flat-plate device
showing efficiency (in black) and electrical contact resistance contribution to overall
device resistance (in green). The efficiency for a flat-plate and radial device are the
same but contact resistances are significantly lowered for a radial device (green
dashed line).
Thus, by designing a device around the characteristic thermal length for polymers,
i.e., by moving to a radial geometry, the contact resistance becomes negligible and power
density is enhanced, while eliminating the need for a cold-side heat exchanger. These
promising outcomes motivated the development of a proof-of-concept radial device that is
outlined in the following section.
4.5

Radial TEG Prototype Development
To validate the radial TEG model and to demonstrate its advantages, a prototype

was designed and demonstrated. PEDOT:PSS with tellurium nanowires was used as the ptype material15 and poly[K(NiETT)] blended with PVDF/DMSO was the n-type material.76
These materials were selected because I could replicate these syntheses with confidence in
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large volumes. The fabrication involved coating these polymers onto paper disks
(substrate) using calligraphy and screen-printing electrical contacts. This facile fabrication
and testing of the radial proof-of-concept device is presented herein.
4.5.1

Polymer Synthesis
Hybrid Te nanowires in PEDOT:PSS was synthesized following previously

reported procedures.15,38 For the n-type material, K(NiETT) dispersions in PVDF/DMSO
developed in chapter 2 was used, with an air oxidation time of 24 hours.76 First, thin-films
of n-type and p-type materials were prepared on 1cm x 1cm glass substrates to make
comparisons with data reported in literature. The p-type samples were placed on a shiny
aluminium block (~80 μL of solution was drop cast onto each substrate) and heated under
a heat lamp until dry and then annealed at 120 ⁰C for 5 minutes. Resultant films were shiny
and reflective after drying, and the morphology of the hybrid Te nanowires was
characterized using an SEM (Hitachi SU8230). For the n-type samples, ~35 μL of ETT
suspended in PVDF/DMSO was drop cast and films were dried in a vacuum oven at 50 ⁰C
for 30 minutes.
4.5.2

Polymer - Paper Composite
In order to fabricate a proof-of-concept device based on the radial architecture,

paper was chosen as the substrate since large area, free-standing films proved to be too
challenging to fabricate. Furthermore, a paper-based device is desirable for low cost, lightweight and flexible electronics, and has been used effectively in previous polymer TEG
prototypes.104,121,122 Also, since PEDOT:PSS is water-based, it shows better wettability on
paper as compared to other polymer substrates such as polyimide. One additional
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advantage of a paper-based device is that the thermal conductivity could be lower than the
polymer itself,121 which would be beneficial for TEGs. Given the porous nature of paper,
upon coating polymer solutions, a composite was formed rather than a thin film on a
substrate. In order to measure properties of this composite, calligraphy was used to directly
coat the p-type and n-type polymer inks onto both sides of 1cm x 1cm paper until it was
saturated (for a direct comparison with the films on glass). The samples were then dried in
an oven at 60 ⁰C for 30 minutes to evaporate excess solvent. The p-type composite was
gray and the n-type composite was black, with a thickness of ~80 - 100 μm corresponding
to that of paper.106 Four silver paint contact pads (CB028, DuPont) were added to each
composite film for thermoelectric measurements, as shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35 – (a) P-type hybrid PEDOT:PSS-Te nanowire thin-films on glass, (b) Film
morphology of these films characterized using SEM, and (c) Paper composite with
silver paint contact pads for thermoelectric property measurements.
Thermoelectric properties of the p-type and n-type pristine thin-films (on glass) as
well as the polymer-paper composite are tabulated in Table 7. The p-type thin-film values
agree with previously reported measurements,15 and n-type properties are in agreement
with chapter 2.76 In contrast, paper composites showed very different thermoelectric
properties. The electrical conductivity drops significantly for both the p- and n-type
composites as expected, and this is attributed to the electrically insulating nature of paper.
It is interesting to note however that the Seebeck coefficient of hybrid Te nanowires in
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PEDOT:PSS showed an ~80% increase on paper. Similar observations have been made in
PEDOT:PSS/paper composites and in PANI/CNT nanocomposites although the
mechanism is not well-understood.121,123 The reduction in electrical conductivity of the
paper composite is expected to significantly reduce power density of the radial prototype.
Table 7 – Thermoelectric properties of polymer thin films and polymer-paper
composites at room temperature (295 K). Electrical conductivity values are
determined at a thickness of 80 μm corresponding to paper.
σ (S/cm)

Pristine Film
Paper Composite
Pristine Film
Paper Composite
4.5.3

S (μV/K)

2

2

S σ (μW/m-K )

p-type PEDOT:PSS with Te nanowires
4.2 ± 0.5
109.1 ± 8.6
4.9 ± 0.6
-3
-2
204.1 ± 19.8
(4.9 ± 0.6) x 10
(2.1 ± 0.4) x 10
n-type poly[K(NiETT)] with PVDF/DMSO
12.6 ± 0.7
-34.7 ± 3.1
1.5 ± 0.1
-2
0.5 ± 0.06
-28.3 ± 1.5
(4.1 ± 0.5) x 10

Fabrication of Radial TEG Prototype
For the proof-of-concept radial device, paper disks with rin = 6.5 mm and rout = 35

mm were cut using a Silhouette Portrait to serve as substrates. These dimensions were
chosen based on the characteristic thermal length for polymers as discussed earlier in this
chapter. Disks were secured on a glass plate in order to prevent wrinkling, and calligraphy
was used to coat hybrid Te nanowires in PEDOT:PSS ink and the K(NiETT)/PVDF/DMSO
blend onto paper. Disks were dried at 70 ⁰C for 30 minutes in an oven, and once dry, the
second side of each disk was coated with the same material and dried as before. As a final
step, silver ink (CB028, DuPont) was screen printed onto each disk to serve as electrical
contacts, as illustrated in Figure 36. Polyimide sheets ~25 μm in thickness (DuPont, part
#100FPC kapton) were cut into disks to electrically isolate the p-type and n-type disks.
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Figure 36 – Radial TEG step-by-step fabrication process that involves cutting paper
disks (substrates) and polyimide disks (separators), coating p- and n-type polymer
inks using calligraphy, and screen-printing silver contacts.
Important parameters that affect the device perfomance include the thickness of the
active material and uniformity of the disks. In order to ensure uniformity, both within a
disk and between disks, sixty polymer-paper disks were fabricated and their thermoelectric
properties were measured. Thirty of the most uniform and consistent disks (i.e., 15 p-n
couples) with similar S and σ were down-selected for the prototype demonstration.106
4.5.4

Experimental Testing of Radial TEG
Alternating p- and n-type polymer-paper disks and separators were stacked on a 0.5

inch diameter copper rod and mechanically pressed using a spring-collar assembly to
ensure good electrical contact. A cartridge heater (McMaster Carr, part #3618K416) was
inserted in the copper rod to serve as the heat source and was maintained at a constant
temperature using a temperature controller (Omega Engineering, part #CNI-CB120SB-K).
Natural convection maintained the outer surface of the device at ambient temperature
thereby eliminating the need for a separate cold-side heat exchanger. Electrical wires were
attached to the disk stack using silver paste to serve as voltage leads, and four K-type
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thermocouples were used to measure the hot-side (TH), cold-side (TC) and junction
temperatures (T1 and T2). A calibrated heat flux sensor (Omega Engineering, part #HFS4) was wrapped around the copper rod prior to stacking the disks in order to measure the
heat flux and to quantify device efficiency; Figure 37 illustrates the experimental setup.106
(a)

(b)

Figure 37 – (a) A single p-n couple consisting of an n-type disk, inner separator, ptype disk and and outer separator. (b) Radial TEG experimental setup consisting of
15 p-n couples stacked on a copper rod and cooled by natural convection.
For device testing, temperature gradients were applied across the device, while
voltage and resistance values were measured with a Keithley 2700 for power calculations.
The heat flux sensor was completely covered for data collection and is exposed in Figure
37 merely as an illustration, and cardboard was used to secure thermocouples and voltage
wires in place for all measurements. For a radial TEG consisting of 15 p-n couples, the
open circuit voltage and internal resistance as a function of junction ΔT are shown in Figure
38. As expected, the open circuit voltage increased linearly with temperature; the slope
gives a module thermopower of 2.14 mV/K. The internal device resistance decreased with
increasing temperature, which is indicative of semi-conducting behavior in both the p- and
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n-type polymers.15,23,76 The open circuit voltage was 85 mV at ΔT ≈ 45 K, which is higher
than demonstrated devices for the same number of couples.73,104,122

Internal resistance
Open circuit voltage

Figure 38 – Radial TEG open circuit voltage (shown in blue) and internal resistance
(shown in green) as a function of temperature for 15 p-n couples.
The power output and power density normalized to the hot-side area of the radial
device for different load resistances at ΔT ≈ 45 K (hot-side and cold-side are maintained at
125 °C and 22 °C) is shown in Figure 39.

Internal resistance

Figure 39 – Power output and power density of a radial TEG with 15 p-n couples at
different load resistances when ΔT = 45 K. Power peaks at RL = 125 kΩ corresponding
to matched internal resistance, confirming the load matching optimization condition.
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For this radial TEG consisting of 15 p-n couples, a maximum power output of 27
nW was obtained at a load resistance of 125 kΩ, which corresponds to the internal
resistance of the module. This is known as the load matching condition, i.e., m = 1 that
results in maximum power. Under these conditions, the corresponding power density is
~14 nW/cm2, which is comparable to other printed TEGs63,73,104,122 with the added
advantage of a geometry that can couple easily to heat sources (e.g. pipes) and requires no
active cooling.106
As a final step, the device performance was compared to the numerical model
described in the previous section.105 This is illustrated in Figure 40 where the power density
(and power output) predicted by the model follows the same trend as the prototype device.
However, the model over-predicts the experimental data, which is attributed to using
nominal values for thermal and electrical contact resistances, as these could not be
independently measured.

Figure 40 – Comparison of experimental data (shown in blue) and radial TEG model
predictions (shown in red) for power density as a function of junction temperature
difference at load matched conditions.
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Uncertainty in estimating the thermal conductivity of the polymer-paper composite,
as well as minor property variations across disks may also contribute to differences
between the model and experimental results. Another source of error could arise from
fixing the natural convection coefficient as 5 W/m2-K in the numerical model, as the real
value was not independently measured. The numerical model was also compared to the
measured heat flux output from the sensor. At ΔT = 45 K, the measured heat flux was 97
± 9.7 mW/cm2, which agrees well with the model prediction of 107.4 mW/cm2.
In order to improve power density and demonstrate a high performance radial TEG,
free-standing polymer films are desirable as this would eliminate the paper substrate. As
an illustration, for a 25 μm polyimide substrate printed with 40 μm of the same p-type and
n-type polymers, the numerical model predicts a power density of ~20 μW/cm2 for the
same device dimensions subjected to the same fixed hot- and cold-side temperatures. The
potentially low-cost fabrication process and device operation under natural convection
alone are encouraging for the adoption of polymer-based TEGs based on this new radial
device architecture.
4.6

Conclusions
With the continued progress in developing organic thermoelectric materials,

engineering considerations such as device design become important. Limitations with
existing polymer-based prototype devices can be addressed by moving to architectures
beyond the conventional flat-plate configuration. In this chapter, I have demonstrated that
an optimized geometry for polymers is obtained by incorporating material properties,
device physics, and heat exchanger considerations. Specifically, by designing around a
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characteristic thermal length of LT ~ 4 cm, a radial design was presented that accommodates
a hot fluid as the heat source and utilizes natural convection to cool the device.
Furthermore, electrical interconnect and contact resistances are minimized because of the
large cross-sectional area in the radial configuration, which addresses a major drawback
with existing polymer prototypes.105,124 As a proof-of-concept, a radial TEG prototype was
demonstrated by coating hybrid Te nanowires in PEDOT:PSS as the p-type material and
poly[K(NiETT)]/PVDF/DMSO as the n-type material on paper disks. Upon application of
a ~45 K temperature difference, a voltage of ~85 mV was generated and a power density
of ~15 nW/cm2 was obtained without active cooling.106 With state-of-the-art polymer TEs,
power densities of mW/cm2 are achievable when designed using the radial architecture.
The design of devices tailored for polymers has implications beyond waste-heat recovery,
towards wearable electronics and self-powered sensors; this is the focus of the following
chapter.
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CHAPTER 5.

WEARABLE THERMOELECTRICS WITH

FRACTAL INTERCONNECT PATTERNS

The solution processability and low thermal conductivity of polymers enables new
device architectures, such as the radial TEG that was discussed in the previous chapter.
Furthermore, since polymers are light-weight and flexible, they can also be used for bodyheat harvesting devices for self-powered sensors.125-127 These applications require power
sources on the order of µW – mW,125 that are compact and operate with a through-plane
ΔT, which makes printed thin-film thermoelectric modules suitable. However, in this thinfilm limit, the electrical contact and interconnect resistances can become significant and
can lower the overall performance, necessitating careful consideration of device design.
Furthermore, fabrication techniques such as screen printing73,103,104,128-133 and inkjet
printing63,134-140 result in a printed layer thickness that is limited to tens of microns. This
makes energy harvesting from a through-plane temperature difference challenging,
because only a small portion of the imposed temperature difference occurs across the active
TE material, and the majority occurs across the substrate.103 This drastically reduces the
generated voltage from the TE device, resulting in low performance organic prototypes.
For this reason, most polymer-based TEGs are designed to use a lateral (in-plane)
temperature gradient.105,106,125,134-139 However, for wearable devices, energy harvesting
from a through-plane temperature difference is desirable.
In this chapter, a new device layout is presented for printed polymer-based
thermoelectric devices. By positioning TE legs in a hexagonal close-packed layout and
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using a new interconnect pattern based on the Hilbert space filling curve, the performance
of wearable devices can be enhanced, as outlined in the following sections.141
5.1

Design Considerations for Polymer Thin-Film Devices
The voltage output of an organic TEG depends on the temperature difference across

the thermoelectric legs and the number of legs (for a fixed Seebeck coefficient of the pand n-type leg pair): V = N Sp-n ΔT. To enhance device performance, one approach is to
make the TE legs longer (i.e., the active material thickness should be equal to or larger than
substrate thickness), so that a higher portion of the imposed temperature difference is
across the active material. Longer leg lengths from organic TE materials can be fabricated
using molding70,142 and lithography.18,143 However, these techniques require modifications
to the substrate, which consequently increases manufacturing costs. Dispense printing is
another technique than can be utilized to fabricate longer legs;134 this technique however
requires large amounts of material, and also requires modifications to the material
properties to ensure they are in the correct range for dispense printing.144 To increase leg
length and circumvent thermal losses through the substrate, some of the ideas from the
radial TEG discussed in chapter 4 can be revisited, such as printing thermoelectric
materials on to porous substrates.105,106 This way, the active material thickness is at least
equal to the substrate thickness ensuring that most of the temperature drop occurs across
the TE material. The numerical thermoelectric model developed in Section 4.4 can be
extended to a flat-plate device to obtain an optimum leg length that maximizes power
density.105,107 For a typical polymer in the flat-plate architecture, this is ~ 100 µm (this was
shown in Figure 33, also see Appendix C.1), which makes paper and textiles potential
candidate substrates for printing low cost organic TE devices.
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The output voltage from a thermoelectric device is also directly proportional to the
number of TE legs, so this is another approach to enhance device performance. Assuming
ΔT = 5 K (representing a human touch for wearable electronics) and using the properties
of dedoped PEDOT:PSS19 (S = 72 μV/K) as the p-type material and a fictitious material
with identical properties except for the sign of the Seebeck coefficient as the n-type
material, a voltage output of 2 V can be generated from 3600 legs as shown in Figure 41.
It is worth noting that increasing the number of legs does not necessarily lead to larger
device sizes, as printing techniques (such as high-resolution inkjet printing) allow for
positioning many TE legs in a small area. Such high packing densities for TE legs are
impossible to achieve using the existing fabrication methods for inorganic TEGs that
include dicing145 and pick-and-place techniques.146

Figure 41 – (a) Output voltage from a thermoelectric device as a function of number
of legs using properties of dedoped PEDOT:PSS.19 (b) 3600 legs are positioned in an
area of 36.0 mm by 31.2 mm using a desktop inkjet printer (EPSON XP860) showing
high packing density. Red and blue colors are regular printing inks that represent nand p-type polymers, respectively, for illustration purposes only.
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While increasing the number of legs seems promising, it has one major drawback:
the total interconnect length increases as the p- and n-type materials must be wired in series.
This, along with operating in the thin-film limit, ultimately makes interconnects the
dominant resistance in the system, and this has resulted in low power outputs for organic
TE prototypes.63,103 To address these challenges, a new device layout for polymer-based
wearable thermoelectrics is presented herein.

5.2

Close-Packed Layout for High Fill Factors
In a traditional flat-plate inorganic thermoelectric device, the legs are diced to have

rectangular cross-sections, are positioned in a square lattice using a pick-and-place
machine, and are wired in series using solder interconnects in a serpentine pattern. Typical
leg lengths for these modules are 2-5 mm, and the packing density or fill factor, F can be
estimated to be ~25%. For polymer-based thermoelectric devices, printing-based
fabrication techniques allow for a broader range of geometries and interconnect patterns.
Particularly, using high resolution inkjet printing, legs with different cross-sections such
as circular legs with smaller diameters can be printed much closer together. This results in
a higher F for the module, thereby enabling higher power density for body heat harvesting
applications. Taking this further, the legs can be positioned in a hexagonal close-packed
layout, which can help achieve a maximum theoretical F =  2 3 ~91% for circular legs
on a two-dimensional plane (see Appendix C.2). These different design layouts are
illustrated in shown in Figure 42. In addition to higher fill factors, by placing thermoelectric
legs closer together, the interconnect length also decreases, which in turn lowers the total
resistance and results in a higher power output; this is crucial when the TE module includes
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a large number of legs (>2000 for organic modules compared to the typical ~250 legs for
9
9

inorganic modules for the same output voltage).
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42 2– (a) Inorganic
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10 techniques typically produce square cross-section
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TE legs and use serpentine interconnect patterns. (b) Using high resolution printing,
circular cross-sections can be fabricated with legs positioned much closer together,
resulting in higher fill factors. (c) Even larger fill factors can be achieved by placing
the legs in a close-packed structure (hexagonal lattice). The red and blue colors
represent p- and n- type materials, respectively.
To assess the increase in power density that can be obtained using this close-packed
layout of legs, the numerical model developed in chapter 4 can be modified to reflect the
new device geometry. Again, the input parameters are the material properties of dedoped
PEDOT:PSS19 (S = 72 μV/K, σ = 890 S/cm, and k = 0.33) as the p-type material, and a
fictitious n-type material with identical properties except for the sign of the Seebeck
coefficient. Another input parameter is the use of Kapton films instead of ceramic plates
for flexible/wearable devices; all assumptions and input parameters used in this model are
listed in Appendix C.1. For fixed hot- and cold-side temperatures of TH = 400 K and TC =
300 K (typical for low grade heat recovery), the optimum leg length is found to be around
250 µm, and a power density of over 100 mW/cm2 is obtained at this optimized leg
length.141 This is significantly higher than existing organic TEG prototypes (and higher
than that shown in Figure 33 where F = 0.25) indicating that printing close-packed devices
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8

could be beneficial for achieving high performance. Note that this is an upper limit on
performance since the practically achievable fill factor is dictated by the printing method.
5.3

Space Filling Curves as Interconnect Patterns
In addition to redesigning printed thermoelectric devices by using close-packed

layouts for the n- and p-type legs, new interconnect patterns to connect these legs can also
be printed. One potential group of patterns that can be utilized as interconnects are space
filling curves. Mathematically, space filling curves are defined as mapping functions from
points on a unit interval of [0, 1] to the entire two-dimensional unit square; Hilbert curves
and Peano curves are two such examples. Recently, it was shown that these curves provide
ideal surface conformations and improved elastic mechanics for stretchable electronics.147
Of particular interest for thermoelectric applications are Hilbert curves as
interconnect patterns as they not only allow for good surface conformation (which is
beneficial for wearable devices),147 but also self-localize (which is beneficial for
maintaining a uniform temperature across all the TE legs). A Hilbert curve of order p
describes how 4p points are connected. To fabricate a device or module, thermoelectric legs
can be positioned in place of these points, and they can be wired together based on the
Hilbert pattern. Moreover, a hexagonal layout for positioning TE legs can also accompany
the Hilbert curve interconnects, thus allowing for much higher fill factors, as shown in
Figure 43. One major benefit of using space filling curves as interconnect patterns in TE
modules is that they result in fractal geometries with self-similarity characteristics that
allow a module to be divided into sub-modules. Although in theory all space filling curves
allow for dividing into sub-modules, the geometry of the resulting sub-modules differ and
are dependent on the chosen curve. For instance, following the Hilbert pattern, a module
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5.3

can be divided into M groups of identical parts (i.e., sub-modules) that are connected in
3

parallel, with each consisting of N legs wired in series (i.e., MxN total number of legs).
5.2
This is advantageous for a number of reasons, as outlined in the following
section.
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5.3.1

Hilbert Patterns Enable Facile Load Matching
As an illustration of one advantage of these fractal patterns, consider a

thermoelectric module containing 1024 legs wired with a Hilbert curve of the fifth order.
This can be divided into eleven combinations of M and N (denoted by (M,N)), as (1,1024),
(2,512), (4,256), (8,128), (16,64), (32,32), (64,16), (128,8), (256,4), (512,2), and (1024,1);
four of these combinations are shown in Figure 44. Following the concept of tessellating a
device into sub-modules, an initial module can be printed such that all legs are connected
in series (i.e., (1, MxN) combination), and then based on the end application, it can be
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divided into a desired number of sub-modules connected in parallel. This opens up avenues
to tailor the module such that it is load matched to the application; electrical impedance
matching105,107,148 is essential to obtain maximum power from the module (as shown in
Figure 39 for the radial device). This is an advantage for printable thermoelectric devices,
as these modules are no longer reliant on power conditioning circuits (e.g., DC-DC
30
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converters or boost converters) to match the impedance of the module to the application.
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Figure 44 – The fractal nature of Hilbert curve allows for dividing a thermoelectric
module into identical sub-modules that can be readily connected along lines of
symmetry in either series, parallel, or a combination thereof. A total of 1024 legs can
be connected in eleven different configurations; four examples of these configurations
include (a) one module with all legs in series, (b) two parallel sub-modules, with each
having 512 legs in series, (c) four parallel sub-modules, with each having 256 legs in
series, and (d) sixteen parallel sub-modules, with each having 64 legs in series.
These wiring rules and interconnect patterns can be extended to close-packed
configurations with a large number of legs, as would be the case for organic thermoelectric
devices. As an illustration of this concept, a cell is defined based on a four-leg basis (two
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p-type legs and two n-type legs) rather than the traditional two-leg basis that is widely used
for TE devices. Using this basis, there are four possible unique arrangements of these closepacked legs, resulting in four types of cells as shown in Figure 45. The total number of
cells in a module are restricted to multiples of four, resulting in a total number of legs of
4n where n is the order of the Hilbert curve (e.g., n = 1,2,3,…). This allows connecting
adjacent cells using a Hilbert curve rather than wiring individual legs. From a macroscopic
perspective, the placement pattern of legs appears more random than the traditional
serpentine alternating p-n placement used widely, but it does contain deeper order. For
instance, a Hilbert curve of order 2 can be used to connect 16 cells comprising 64
thermoelectric legs in total, as shown in Figure 45. The voltage output from this
configuration is V = N (2 Sp-n) ΔT using the four-leg basis.

Figure 45 – (a) A four-leg basis consisting of two n-type and two p-type legs closepacked to form a cell, and the four resulting unique cell configurations, (b) a Hilbert
curve of order two connecting eight cells in series to form a TE module, and (c)
various combinations of N cells in series and M groups in parallel for load matching
to a range of applications. MxN combination ID#s from 1 to 11 refer to the following
(M,N) designators, respectively: (1,1024), (2,512), (4,256), (8,128), (16,64), (32,32),
(64,16), (128,8), (256,4), (512,2), and (1024,1).
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For a larger number of legs, the module can be tessellated into N cells connected in
series and M groups connected in parallel to obtain several different resistance values, as
shown in Figure 45. This in turn yields a TE device that can be electrically impedance
matched (also called load matching) to various applications by changing the combinations
of M and N.141
5.3.2

Hilbert Patterns Enable Uniform Temperatures
In wearable and flexible thermoelectric devices, the temperature difference may not

be uniformly distributed across all the legs (i.e., all legs may not be thermally in parallel).
This can lead to a lower device performance as some legs are inactive. In this regard, among
all the space-filling curves, the sub-module geometries that are obtained from Hilbert
curves result in better utilization of heat because the mapping is localized. Hilbert curves
ensure that the closely-spaced points in 1D stay closer together in 2D as well (i.e., they
preserve the locality of points).149 Figure 46 illustrates this concept by graphically
comparing two TE modules that have equal fill factors and close-packed positioning of pn leg pairs, but have different interconnect patterns – one uses the Hilbert curve and the
other uses a Peano curve. The number of TE legs that can be connected using a Hilbert
curve of order n and a Peano curve of order m are 4n and 3m+1, respectively. Therefore, to
have a similar number of legs for the modules, a Hilbert curve of order 5 is compared to a
Peano curve of order 5, which have 1024 and 729 legs, respectively. Following the cutting
lines shown in green in Figure 46, four sub-modules (each having 256 legs) are obtained
using the Hilbert curve, and three sub-modules (each having 243 legs) are obtained using
the Peano curve. Although the number of legs in the Hilbert sub-module is larger, its
geometry provides a better localization for the connected legs by keeping them closer
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together. This ensures that all the legs in the sub-module remain thermally in parallel,
30

which is beneficial for device performance. This is another key benefit of using the Hilbert
25

interconnect pattern for TE devices.141
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Figure 46 – (a) The sub-module
based on Hilbert curve provides a better localization
for the connected TE legs than (b) the one based on Peano curve. The two depicted
TE modules have equal fill factors and legs are positioned in a hexagonal close-packed
layout. The highlighted areas represent the sub-modules in each system based on the
mathematical mapping. Both Hilbert and Peano curves are of the fifth order,
resulting in 1024 and 729 total TE legs, respectively.

5.4

Conclusions
The light-weight and flexible nature of polymers makes them suitable for wearable

thermoelectric applications. Furthermore, the solution processability of these materials
enables new fabrication techniques (such as printing), beyond those developed for
inorganic semiconductors. In this chapter, I have demonstrated that by positioning n- and
p-type legs in a close-packed hexagonal layout and wiring them based on a Hilbert spacefilling curve pattern, better module performance can be achieved. In particular, the closepacked layout increases the fill factor, and the fractal nature of the Hilbert curve pattern
allows for tessellation into sub-modules for load-matching to a variety of end applications.
Furthermore, the tessellations are naturally more tolerant to non-uniform temperature
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distributions as sub-modules are localized in a Hilbert mapping, which is beneficial for
wearable electronics. These concepts can be readily implemented in devices that are based
on the existing organic TE materials via roll-to-roll printing techniques for large-scale
deployment at a low cost for energy harvesting applications at a low cost. Although these
concepts were motivated for printable organic TE modules, the hexagonal packing and
Hilbert interconnect wiring extend to printable inorganic TE modules as well.130,134,135,150
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CHAPTER 6.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Thermoelectric generators enable direct conversion of waste heat into electricity.
The realization of commercial thermoelectric devices depends on the simultaneous
improvement and optimization of material properties, device design, and material and
manufacturing costs. Thermoelectric materials based on conducting polymers are poised
to meet these requirements and have recently garnered extensive research interest. A fully
functioning thermoelectric device requires both a p-type (hole transporting) and an n-type
(electron transporting) material. While high performance p-type polymers have been
demonstrated, a scarcity of high performance n-type materials has been a roadblock to
realize practical organic thermoelectric devices. To address this, the organic
thermoelectrics community has largely focused on long chain-conjugated polymers that
have a high negative Seebeck coefficient and low electrical conductivities. As a result,
most efforts have been devoted to developing n-type dopants to enhance σ through doping
studies. However, this approach results in the inherent S-σ tradeoff that plagues inorganic
TEs and renders most n-type polymers air sensitive (de-doping occurs over time when
exposed to ambient conditions), thereby making them unsuitable for devices.
In this dissertation, my approach has been to start with a conducting polymer, i.e.,
metallo-organic polymers such as the NiETT that does not require extrinsic doping, and
then make systematic enhancements in thermoelectric properties. In chapters 2 and 3, I
have shown that by modifying the synthesis and film processing, the electronic properties
of this polymer can be tuned to attain a power factor larger than 10 µW/m-K2, while
maintaining its solution processability and air stability (constant TE properties when stored
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under ambient conditions). I have also shown that annealing NiETT/PVDF films
simultaneously enhances S and σ owing to morphological and compositional changes, and
this has not been reported previously. Specifically, with sodium as the counterion, substoichiometric amounts of Ni(II) and using iodine as the oxidant, the power factor of
NiETT/PVDF films approaches 25 µW/m-K2 upon annealing; this represents a significant
improvement compared to literature reports of 0.5 µW/m-K2. These systematic
enhancements result in one of the highest reported conductivities for an n-type solution
processed thin film (~50 S/cm). Furthermore, the observations and insight gained from the
ETT study can be extended to other metallo-organic polymers such as the Nitetrathiooxalate or NiTTO. This is also a coordinated polymer that is easier to control
synthetically as it is polymerized electrochemically. I have obtained preliminary results on
thin films of these polymers, which have not been investigated before. Based on the lessons
learned from the NiETT studies, a counterion and annealing study are currently underway
to demonstrate another n-type polymer with a power factor larger than 10 µW/m-K2, that
does not require extrinsic doping and remains stable when stored in ambient conditions.
The development of these n-type polymers is encouraging, but there is also a need
for system-level design and optimization for realistic polymer-based thermoelectric
devices. This is discussed in chapters 4 and 5 where I have demonstrated two new device
designs that are tailored for polymers by leveraging their low thermal conductivity and
solution processability. The radial device operates under natural convection alone and
eliminates the need for a cold-side heat exchanger, which is a major contributor to the
overall system cost. This is enabled by designing around a characteristic thermal length of
~ 4 cm that results in a 10x improvement in power density (100 µW/cm2 – 1 mW/cm2)
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compared to a traditional flat plate device when using state-of-the-art material properties.
The radial architecture also allows for easy coupling to existing pipes for recovering waste
heat and converting it into electricity. Another application area for polymers is body heat
harvesting that benefits from their lightweight and flexible nature. For this, thin film TEGs
are suitable, but the lower Seebeck coefficient of polymers necessitates the use of a large
number of legs (>2000) compared to inorganic devices for the same voltage output. To
address this, I have shown that a close-packed layout yields high fill factors (this can be
achieved by printing) and consequently large voltage or power densities, while reducing
the interconnect resistance. Furthermore, by using a new interconnect pattern based on the
Hilbert space filling curve, fractal sub-modules are created that enable facile load matching
to various end applications. This is promising for textile-integrated devices, and a prototype
demonstration of these concepts on commercial fabrics is currently underway for body heat
harvesting. Both the radial TEG and the wearable thin film TEG are new device concepts
that are specifically designed for polymers, and offer advantages compared to the
traditional flat-plate device that is best suited for inorganic thermoelectric materials.
The advances in n-type polymers presented herein coupled with these new device
design concepts could enable the realization of low cost and large-scale organic
thermoelectric modules for a variety of energy harvesting applications.
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APPENDIX A. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON ETT

A.1 Evaluation of Inert Binders for ETT Films
To establish the optimal binder/matrix to disperse ETT powders in, two types of
film-forming polymers were considered: (i) electrically insulating binders and (ii) n-type
conjugated polymers based on naphthalene diimides (NDIs). The ETT:binder ratio was
fixed at 4:1 by weight, and the K(NiETT) exposed to air oxidation for 30 minutes (see
section 2.3) was used for all films. The resulting thermoelectric properties of thin films is
shown in Table 8 and the different n-type polymers studied are shown in Figure 47.
Table 8 – Different film forming polymers used in a 4:1 ratio of ETT:binder (w/w).

Polymer/Solvent

σ (S/cm)

S (µV/K)

S2σ (µW/m-K2)

PVDF/DMSO
PMMA/Toluene
PVA/Water
NDI-1/Toluene
NDI-2/Toluene
NDI-3/Toluene

50
0.001
0.13
0.05
0.03
0.02

-28
-53
-55
-75
-116
-113

4
< 0.001
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.02

NDI-1

NDI-2

NDI-3

Figure 47 – N-type polymers investigated as binders are substituted NDI polymers.
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The advantage of using an n-type polymer as the binder instead of PVDF is that we
can leverage its high negative thermopower. As a result, ETTs dispersed in the NDI-based
polymers show high thermopowers compared to PVDF films. However, PVDF is the best
suited matrix for dispersing ETTs as evidenced by the power factor that is largely due to
the high conductivity.
A.2 TGA Data for K(NiETT) Powders
The TGA curves for 24-hour and 30-minute samples are shown in Figure 48. Both
samples show an initial 2-4 % weight loss for an isothermal hold at 50 C. The 30-minute
sample appears to be more thermally stable than 24-hour sample indicating that the longer
exposure time may result in additional functionalities that are less stable.

24-hour
30-minute

100

Weight %

90
80
70
60
50
40
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

o

Temperature ( C)

Figure 48 – TGA mass loss data for K(NiETT) powder samples air-oxidized for 30
minutes and 24 hours.
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A.3 S2p Elemental Scans from XPS
S2p scans for the iodine-oxidized NiETT samples with different counterions are
shown in Figure 49.

Figure 49 – S2p peak deconvolution for samples obtained by varying the counterion
for iodine-oxidized NiETT powders.
Figure 50 shows the S2p scans for Na(NiETT) samples with varying oxidant
equivalents. The variations in the S2p peaks across all samples shown in these two figures
is indicative of a ligand-centered oxidation process for Na(NiETT).

Na2(Ni-ETT)
Na0(Ni-ETT)
Na-2(Ni-ETT)

S2p
Oxidized
species

Figure 50 – Peak comparison (S2p) for oxidation study of Na(NiETT) powder
samples.
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A.4 Ni2p Elemental Scans from XPS

% 𝑁𝑖 Incorporation =

(𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑁𝑖 [%]) × (𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑖𝐸𝑇𝑇 [𝑚𝑔])
𝑚𝑔
(𝑁𝑖(𝐼𝐼)𝑂𝐴𝑐2 [𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙]) × (𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑁𝑖 [
])
𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙

Table 9 shows the Ni2p deconvolution into three statistically valid peaks. The XPS
scans across all samples (different counterions, different nickel amounts, different oxidant
amounts) are identical indicating that the Ni2p binding environment remains the same with
these synthesis modifications. Figure 51 shows the deconvolution curves.
Table 9 – Representative Ni2p peak deconvolution for Na(NiETT).

Peak position (eV)

FWHM (eV)

Atomic %

853.38

1.8

57.44

855.08

3.2

27.92

859.6

3.5

14.64

Figure 51 – Ni2p peak deconvolution for Na(NiETT) powder samples.
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APPENDIX B. RADIAL DEVICE DESIGN DERIVATIONS

B.1

Geometry Matching and Module ZT to Material zT
The thermoelectric module figure-of-merit is defined for one p-n couple. For a

device with N pairs of legs connected electrically in series with minor modifications:

 NS
ZT 

 NSn  T
2

p

 NKTE  NRTE 



S p n 2T
KTE RTE

(17)

under the approximations that there is no parallel leakage heat loss (i.e., K|| = 0 and KT =
KTE) and the electrical contact and interconnect resistances are negligible. The above
equation is a function of KTERTE; therefore, the minimum value of KTERTE is sought to
maximize the efficiency.

KTE RTE 

 k  A L   k   A L  k
  n  n p    p   p n   n



 p   p 
 Ap Ln    n   An Lp   n
kp

(18)

where the length, Li  ln(rout ,i / rin,i ) and the cross-sectional area, Ai  2 ti (i.e., i = p for ptype leg) which may differ for the n- and p-type material. Minimizing above equation by
taking the derivative with respect to AnLp/ApLn and setting the result equal to zero yields
the condition:

 An Lp    p k p 

  

A
L
p
n

   n kn 

1/ 2

Substituting the Li and Ai values yields the geometry matching condition.
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(19)

tn ln  rout , p / rin , p 
t p ln  rout ,n / rin ,n 



k p p

(20)

kn n

This condition minimizes the product KTERTE

 KTE RTE min

 k 1/ 2  k 1/ 2 
  n    p  
  
  n 
 p 


2

(21)

The maximum value of ZT can be expressed as

Z maxT 

s

 sn  T
2

p

 k 1/ 2  k 1/ 2 
 n    p  
  
  n 
 p 


2

(22)

with the simplifications kn = kp = k, σn = σp = σ, and Sp = -Sn = S, the material figure-ofmerit results:

zT 

B.2

S 2 T
k

(23)

Critical Radius to Maximize Heat Flux
Consider the classical radial heat transfer problem with a cylinder of inner radius

rin and arbitrary outer radius rout without heat generation.115 The steady-state heat equation
and temperature distribution are:
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1 d  dT
 kr
r dr  dr


0


T (r )  C1 ln  r   C2

(24)

(25)

To obtain the integration constants, the following boundary conditions are applied
corresponding to a fixed inner surface temperature and convection along the outer surface:

k

T (r  rin )  TH

(26)

dT
 h(T (r )  TC )
dr

(27)

This can be solved to obtain the temperature profile and temperature difference
across the device for a radial geometry:

Tradial  T1  T2 

TH  TC


k h
 1

 r ln  r / rin  

(28)

A similar expression can be derived for flat-plate geometry as:

T flat  plate  T1  T2 

TH  TC
k h 
 1

 l


(29)

The heat flux (with respect to the inner cylinder) then becomes:

q "(r ) 

h(TH  TC )
q(r )

2 rint rin rin  r 

ln  
r k h  rin 

(30)

The outer radius that maximizes this heat flux is the characteristic thermal length:
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r

k
 LT
h

(31)

This is analogous to the concept of a critical insulation thickness115 with critical
radius being the characteristic thermal length, LT.
B.3

Thermal Impedance Matching
Consider a radial TEG operating under a thermally impedance matched condition,

(i.e., the thermal resistance or conductance) of the TE module is matched to that of the
cold-side heat exchanger. Assume negligible resistance of the hot-side heat exchanger and
identical material properties for the p-type and n-type. This is written as:
ln  rout / rin 
2 keff (t p  tn )



1
h  2 rout (t p  tn ) 

(32)

where keff is the effective thermal conductivity of the TE material, and can be simplified to
obtain the following:
r
ln  out
 rin

  1  keff  1 



 LT
  rout  h  rout 

(33)

Figure 52 shows the thermal conductance of the hot- and cold-side heat exchangers,
conductance of the TE material, and the parallel leakage conductance from the substrate
and separator as a function of leg length. As the leg length increases, the cold-side
conductance also increases while the TE and leakage conductance decrease. The cold-side
and TE conductance are matched at Lmatch = 1.7 cm, which corresponds to the thermal
impedance matching condition for a realistic device. This agrees reasonably well (within
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20%) with the approximate result derived from a purely thermal model. This is expected
in the low zT limit for polymers considered in this model, which is well approximated by
the thermal network.

Figure 52 – Thermal conductance as a function of leg length showing hot- and coldside heat exchanger conductances (KH and KC respectively), conductance of the TE
material (KTE = Kp + Kn), and leakage conductance from the substrate and separator
(K||). Dashed lines correspond to analytical leg lengths for thermal impedance
matching and maximum power.
B.4

Optimum leg length to maximize power density
Consider a device with unmatched conductances for the TE material and heat

exchangers when operating with natural convection. Rewriting the power equation as:


ln(rout / rin )
m  
2 

P   t S p n 2 TH  TC  
2
2 
 (1  m)    ln(rout / rin )   LT / rout   
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(34)

Define non-dimensional quantities

and

; minimize the

denominator containing geometry terms in the above equation to obtain the leg length that
maximizes power density.

(35)

Apply the quotient chain rule and simplify the expression to obtain the following:
(36)
Plug-in the non-dimensional quantities and simplify to obtain the optimum leg
length that maximizes power density:

r
ln  out
 rin

B.5

 
1

  rout  2LT


 LT


(37)

Convection Heat Transfer
The long horizontal cylinder correlation is used to evaluate the convective heat

transfer coefficient115 for natural/free convection for the cold-side heat exchanger:


0.387 Ra1/6


D
NuD  0.60 

9/16 8/27
1   0.559 / Pr   


 


where

Nu D

2

is the average Nusselt number, RaD is the Rayleigh number, and

(38)

Pr is

the Prandtl

number. For air as the working fluid, all these properties are calculated at a mean
temperature.
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APPENDIX C. WEARABLE DEVICE DESIGN DERIVATIONS

C.1

Power Density and Optimum Leg Length
To assess the increase in power density that can potentially be obtained using the

close-packed layout of p- and n-type legs, a numerical model was developed. As an
illustration, properties of dedoped PEDOT:PSS19 (S = 72 μV/K, σ = 890 S/cm, and k = 0.33
W/m-K) was used as the p-type material, and a fictitious n-type material with identical
properties except for the sign of the Seebeck coefficient was used. The leg length is the
design variable to optimize device geometry and performance. All input parameters used
in this model are listed in Table 10.
Table 10 – Input parameters used for power and optimum leg length calculations

Parameter

Value

Hot side temperature

400 K

Cold side temperature

300 K

TE Leg diameter

20 μm

Fill Factor

 2 3

1x10-10 Ω-m2

Electrical contact resistance
Thickness of interconnects (copper)
Thermal conductivity of interconnects (copper)
Thickness of Kapton film (polyimide)
Thermal conductivity of Kapton (polyimide)

25.4 μm
400 W/m-K
75 μm
0.45 W/m-K

Electrical conductivity of interconnects (copper)

1.7 x 10-8 Ω-m

Heat transfer coefficient for hot- and cold-side

5000 W/m2-K

Air thermal conductivity

0.03 W/m-K
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C.2

Fill Factor for a 2D Hexagonal Close-Packed Structure
Figure 53 shows a 2D hexagonal close-packed structure. The fill factor, F for such

a layout can be calculated using the parallelogram shown. All the circles (i.e., TE legs)
shown in the figure have a diameter equal to D. The calculation can be carried out as
follows:

 D2 4

F

 90.6 %
D  D  sin(2 3) 2 3

Figure 53 – The 2D hexagonal close-packed structure.
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